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A oflee 
About 40,000 years ago a thick sheet of ice lay over Europe and 

followed its northern fringes, overflowing the limits of the future 
Baltic Sea. 

In the hills, plateaux and old Hercynian mountain masses 
under a rigorous climate, held as in a vice between the 

glacíelfs of the North and those from the Alps abutting on the 
Bavaria or dying out on the Fourvieres ridge above Lyons. 

winds blew fiercely from the heart of Europe, bringing 
conditions. 

This was a powerful and active age, during which our soil was 
formed and mouldedjn the shapes which were to become familiar. 
The mountain heights sank, worn down by eroding torrents. 

deposits covered thousands of square miles the 
of glaciers, spreading over deeply frozen lands. last 

l1olloVll~ of the great valleys were scooped out, or their last terraces 
built up. Fine loess dust, carried by the continental winds, covered 
like a veil lower levels of the countryside. 

The west changed steadily to take on new and final shapes. 
the world changed in time with the mineral world, but in the 
opposite sense. The cold and mossy tundra, with its sparse 
tion and frozen swamps, took the place of an earlier Mediterranean 
flora such as fig-trees, Canary laurels, broad-Ieaved spindle-trees 
and Judas-trees. Gales, even more than cold, attacked trees, which 
could gain a footing only in sheltered areas or in the more c1ement 
lands near the Atlantic or sou:thwards. 

The great straight-tusked elephant, the hlppopotamus and the 
terrible sabre-toothed tiger disappeared, yielding place to species 
better able to face the new rigours of the climate, such as the woolly 
rhinoceros, with its divided nostrils, the mammoth and the 
carnivores: cave lions, hyenas and cave bears. 
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H The most bear-like bear" 
The eave bear, which was the commonest carnivore of the last 

lee Age, known to geologists as the Wümian era, was the most bear
like of bears. lt was very large, about one-third larger than the 
present-day brown bear. When standing it reached a height 
of over 6 ft. 6 in. It was a a brow, 
a rather head, massive, arms short, sturdy thighs. 
It a very different that of the present-day bear, for 
the body was dominated by the forepaws and shoulders, and these 
were accentuated by the heavy head, lowered to sniff atthe ground. 

The creature was to be feared for its sharp c1aws, six to 
inches long, and for its long canine teeth, both upper and lower, 
which rubbed together as it chewed. None the less, it had the habits 
of a home-keeper. The "mos! bear-1ike bear" was above all a 
cave bear. It sought its vegetable food in the tundr~ or on the 
plain, but as winter drew near it 1iked the warm sec1usion of the 
caves. There it found the protection of Mother Earth from damp 
winds and extreme cold. I t sought a winter shelter in the deep 
caves and hibernated there until spring, with its life and loves, came 
round again. 

During the winter the bear went to sleep, saving rus energies and 
practically doing without food. Only his thirst had to be slaked, 
and the bear's retreat is always a damp cave, where water oozes 
from the walls or a stream flowsunderground. 

North-east of what was to be caI1ed later the Eyzies-de-Tayac 
district, the càve bear frequented the Combarelles glade, a narrow 
c1eft 230 yards long and averaging six feet in width. In the north
west he was particular1y fond of the Cro du Cluzeau, which was to be 
Rouffignac. 

Cro du Cluzeau 
The Cro is a great cave with a total depth of nearly six miles, 

three-quarters of which was big enough to accommodate the tribe 
of bears with ease. The original opening, in the lce Age, was no 
doubt as high as it is today, but wider. It was the onlyentrance, 
and it quickly led to a network of great galleries with a complex 
plano After a distance of several miles these galleries become 
diversified, fork and fork again, ending in a maze of underground 
passages which become steadily narrower and lower. 

The main structure oi the ero consists of a large east-to-west 
with an eastern and a westernbranch. The east-to-west 
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gallery and the western branch form a sudden right-angled bend at 
the south-west end of the great underground system. This arm of 
galleri~s used to c?mmuni~ate with the open air through a cbiimllev 
or vertIcal well, thlrty to nmety feet deep, emerging on the limestone 
plateau beneath which the Cro 1ies. 

Today this chimney is blocked, but it is possible to make one's 
way slowly along winding galleries marked at their angles by cones 
of gravel, pebbles and iron-stained sand. These various materials 
have s1id gradually down from the surface of the plateau to the 
wor1d underground. They are the traces of a powerful stream of 
water which used to sweep the surface, plunge into this chimney 
and spread throug~o~t ~he. ~epth.s ~n the shape of a delta, forming 
an .underground MlSSlSSlppl m mmlature. There is a striking simi
Ianty between the course of the Cro and that of the greatest river 
in the wor1d. But the former Cro watercourse was destructive 
while the Mississippi is creative. The former is negative: a reversed 
reproduction of the Iatter. 

From this pecu1iar chimney it is easy to follow the two great arms 
ofthe underground torrents; the right arm forms the eastern V..l(;l,HvJL.l. 

while the more powerful arm forms the great western branch. In 
fact, the entrance to the Cro is merely the naturalexit of one of the 
secondary torrents, forming a branch of the underground delta 
which returns to day1ight after covering about one-third of a mi1e 
in the depths. The Cro network was already formed in the 
lee Age. It was to be filled up slowly by clay formed by rlor ..... I,...-M~,~ 
tion and by matter which infiltrated from the surface. The busy 
water continued to to and to dissolve, farther and farther 
towards the lower levels. 

The main galleries are as much as 15 or 30 ft. wide with roofs of 
varying height, rising to 30, 45 or 60 ft. or sinking ~s low as 6 ft. 
and sometimes less than 3 f t. And in the outer fringes of the under .. 
ground delta the galleries become corridors, the become 
flues, and the fiues shrink to impassable fissures. 

The Cro, a "Pyrenean cave" in Périgord 
Extending as it does for about six miles, an exceptional distanee in 

the Périgord district, the Cro du Cluzeau is more 1ike the eaves of 
the Pyrenees; it is alsc> reminiscent of the greát cave of Niaux with 
its extensions to the caves of Sambart and Lombrive, a system ~hich 
also covers several miles. Combarelles and F ont-de-Gaume are 
typ~cal "Pyrenean ". labyri?-~hs. The Cro du Cluzeau is a deep cave 
which has strayed mto Pengord. Is not this fundamental natural 
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anomaly one explanation of the fact that the Cro was not found by 
the people of Périgord, but was rediscovered by men from the 
Pyrenees? In Périgord, the archaeologist is an explorer of narrow 
corridors a few hundred yards long. The pyrenean archaeologist 
is an explorer of wide galleries several miles long. Human traces, 
drawings and paintings are quite differently distributed in the two 
districts, and at different The prehistoric drawings of La 
Mouthe begiu 93 yards from entrance; those of F ont de Gaume 
at 65 yard& and those in the Combarelles corridor at 120 yards. N o 
doubt these drawings and paintings are far in by comparison with 
the 800 of bare walls that must be passed at Niaux in order 
to admire the frescoes in the Black HalI. 

At the Cro du Cluzeau you m.ust traverse at least 100 yards to 
reach the great mammoths on the "Red Ceiling"; 650 yards along 
the "Sacred Way" to see the Rhinoceros frieze; 800 yards to see 
the animal groups ou the "Great Ceiling", and nearly 1,000 yards 
to view the "Mammoth with the Roguish Eye". 

In the eastern branch of the Cro, again, you must follow nearly 
500 yards of wiI!ding galleries to reach the Red Ceiling of the 
Snakes. 

The two anthropomorphs facing each other in the continuation 
of the Breuil gal1ery and the last mammoths painted in a terminal 
chamber ofthe western delta are between 1,000 and 1,200 yards from 
the entrance. Even so, you must take care not to lose your way in 
the maze of galleries, but take the shortest path. One mistake may 
easily double the distance to be covered. 

N o doubt, it is easy to understand why the explorers of Périgord 
had neither the patience nor the courage to push on so far under
ground in their search for traces of man which are usually exposed 
to view in the open air. Périgord is essentially prehistoric; it is 
essentially accessible as well. This very accessibility provided an 
excuse for neglect in these easy conditions. Necessary as they 
proved, these excuses might have eased the local explorers' recog
nition of the true fact in the first place, and their confession after
wards. Instead, they roused all the more bad fee1ing as the goa1 
had been missed so narrowly, and that to a point at which no 
excuse will serve to cover so blameworthy a failure. The Cro was 
a "Pyrenean" cave in Périgord. It kept its secret for the Pyreneans. 

The first occupants 
Hundreds or thousands of the great cave bears were the first 

occupants of the Cro du Cluzeau. As winter approached, long 
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lines of bears went underground. Plump, with thick, shining coats 
and tense I?as.ses of fiesh under the fat, they wandered through the 
lo.ng gallenes IJ?- search of r~sting-places. The mother bears, heavy 
w1th the proill1se of o~spn~g, scratch~d the yellow, s1imy clay to 
make th~rr nests and glve brrth to therr young, in the first winter 
~onths, In t~e warmth of the cave. The holes are irregularly spaced 
m the gallenes: they are true "bears' nests", 9 to 12 ft. across and 
3 ft. deep, and there are hundreds and thousands of them. 

The waUs of the gaUeries, and sometimes their roofs, consist of 
regular strata of smoothly rounded fiints, encrusted in the miry 
clay. These twisted "kidneys", often reddish brown in colour form 
natur~l friezes which heighten the whiteness of the limestone.' But 
t~e kidneys are sometimes cracked; then they break up and faU to 
pleces. They fall on the clay and roU into the great suction funnels 
for~ed by the un~erground waters, where they pile up. Theyalso 
ro~ lnto the bears holes, and their sharp edges must have made the 
ammals very uncomfortable, no doubt. One can imagine when 
the nest became uninhabitable, the bear moving out and digging 
a new one. The number of "bears' beds" at the Cro indicates a 
hugeanimal population, but it proves also that the bears liked com .. 
fort. How many journalists, when they visit the cave appreciate 
the scene as it was when the tenants leaped from hole t~ hole, with 
backs bent and heads ducked ?-for the ceiling was near and hard 
and so.metimes studded with uncomfortably protruding stones. 

Dunng the first few months of his life the cub, no bigger than a 
large rat, was suck1ed by his mother, who lapped the water ri .. 1' ......... 1~~ 

from the walls or trickling intermittently along the gaUeries. the 
age of one, he would spend another winter in the cave, as he cut his 
first set of adult teeth. 

The scratching season 
. In the .spring the bear tribe became active; the old animal s exer

cIse~ thelr cl~ws :vhile the young tried theirs. And in the galleries, 
leaplJ?-g and ]ostling, the bears sharpened their claws. The marks 
remam today on the soft limestone waUs' they stretch innumer
able and vertical, to the extreme ends ~f the deepest gal1eries. 
~l~w after claw, claw against claw, the whole rock is chiselled, 
lnclsed and torn. Some marks appear at levels which show where 
a platfor~, long since collapsed, used to stand. At a great fan of 
rock, which stretches beyond the chimney into the western branch 
sla~s from the. roof cover the bears' fioor. Smooth and perfectl; 
honzontal sectlOns of the vault show that the faU was recent. But 

B 
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the bears also passed over the faUen blocks, and a second belt of 
claw-marks makes a sharp1y-cut frieze at a good height. In their 
thousands and their millions the claw-marks are distributed over 
the cave. The science of scratches, like every modern science, 
requires the use of cunning mathematical formu1ae. Science can 
be said to exist only where there are graphs and curves. 
We did not wish to 1eave to others the tedious task of counting these 
bears' claw-marks accurately. We do not claim to have arrived at 
the exact tota1 of 13,524,978 scratches! But in a spirit of pure 
scientific discovery, we wiU allow any qualified specialist to 

the in our presence, of course. Indeed we feel a 
certain diffidence in suggesting a total of 13,524,978 marks, not be
cause we think we should have missed any-we count carefuUy
but because we are adding together the c1aw-marks of the great cave 
bear and those of his successor, the Arctic bear. 

It is true that the diagrams in vogue among certain specialists in 
prehistoric science make no distmction among the stone too1s left 
by man, between scrapers and polishers, spikes and 
AU we have done is to add up scratches which were aU made by 
bears. They exist even on the horizontal sides of the vaults, often 
deeply cut by an enormous leap or reaching up of the animal. 
Some of the incisions are ten or fifteen millimetres deep, and the 
traces of the weight-carrying claws show us the power of the leaping 
animal and the size of his paws. Gaps in the prints indicate a loss 
of ba1ance. A bear reared up against this waU; he fe1l into a nest 
near-by, and the traces of his c1umsy faU are there, almost eternal, 
30,000 years old. On the floors of the galleries the clay stiU bears 
deep scratches filled with the fine manganese dust that drifts in the 
air underground: even more filled with it than the scratches on the 
roofs, dark though these are. .And often, a few inches away, a 
prehistoric graven drawing, the outline of a rhinoceros, is similar1y 
dusted. Were these marks and the bears contemporary? Some of 
them certainly were. Later, studies will be made of these scratches 
and of the question whether they belong to Ursus speleus, the Cave 

or Ursus arctos, the Brown Bear. These researchesare com
plicated by the scratches made by young bear cubs; it will be diffi
cult to distinguish between the print of a litt1e great bear and that of 
a big little bear! Great days in prospect for new and solemn 
controversies. . . . 

However that may be, bears' claw-marks lie over graven or painted 
lines, while some graven or painted lines lie over claw-marks, clear 
proof that the prehistoric artists and the bears were more or les s 
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contemporary. One would like to think that this co-existence does 
not imply that man and bear lived together; but many animals are 
shown in their winter coats-those of the very season when the 
bears sought shelter in the Cro du Cluzeau. Several potholes in 
the weste~n gallery, too large for a bear to "nest" in, show signs of 
long, vertlcal scratches, that is, of long sliding on the clay. 

Phosphates and human or animal occupation 
The clay .,,:hich lines the great gal!eries of the Cro is enriched by 

large quantltles of phosphates of ammal origin. These phosphates 
come from the decomposed corpses of animal s or from their secre
tions. In some corridors even the bones have rotted and left 
phosphates of lime. Quite provisionally, the quantity of bear
earth at the Cro may be estimated at about 30,000 cubic yards. 
Allowing an average of 200 lb. of phosphates per cubic yard of earth 
the phosphates concealed in the cavern would amount to 2,000 tons: 
It has been calculated that the cavern at Mixnitz in Styria (Drachen-
hõhle), one of the best-known bear-caves in the contained 
50 tons! 

analysing the phosphate content of the soil we can ~rI",,,,,h1r,,, 

the most highly impregnated galleries, which must have been those 
most dense1y populated by the bears. 

A more examination will contribute to a solution of the 
once greatly discussed practically settled 

Palaeolithic men hunt the cave bears?" There are 
delDmiits of crushed and broken bones which appear to be 
bones. But these discoveries are exceptional today. A narrow 
corridor in the branch of the Cro, about 1,500 yards from the 

exc:ítirlg discovery : along theleft-hand waU were 
deeply scored the brown clay, the claw-marks of a 

. cave b~ar; and opposite them, along the right-hand wall, 
lntact camne tooth of a great bear, sti1llodged in the clay. This 

clay, when carefulIy detached, provided a moulding of the 
tooth. 

When foundations were made in July 1956 for the new wall at 
the e~tr~nce, which was built to preven,t trespássing in the cave, 
the dlggmg down to the rock yielded two teeth of Ursus arctos
the present-day bear. At present we have no sign that bears were 
hunted in the galleries of the Cro du Cluzeau. There are no bears 
among the animals drawn or painted in the cave; but man, no 
doubt, was not completely absent. 
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Here is the Neanderthal 
The entrànce to the cave, which was open at the last lee Age, was 

slowly filled human detritus, the litter and eooking refuse of the 
many oceupants of the porch or outer cave, and by the natural 
débris slipping down from the levels. When the entrance 
was enlarged in 1938 a sort of trench was in this embankment, 
'giving the Rouffignac porch its appearance. And the 
diggers, working under the direction of M. Charles Plassard, the 
landowner, were certainly puzzled by the remains of bones, innu
merable flint implements and many fragments of pottery they turned 
up with every spadefu1. They were distur bing prehistorie 
never suspecting that they were destroying the material archives of 
their distant ancestors in Périgord! The most deeply buried flints 
gave proof of the earliest human oceupation. The surfaee layers 
yielded fragments of large urns and relics of the various Bronze and 
Iron Ages as wel1 as huge pieces of Roman amphorae, turned on the 
potter's wheel, with their deep, regular and beautiful grooves. 

There were stil1 many things about prehistoric archaeology that 
Plassard did notknow. But he had a keen desire to satisfy his 

own euriosity and to understand. Very careful1y, he had aU the 
flint chips, al1 the bone fragments and aU the potsherds gathered. 
Packed in boxes, these relics awaited the discovery of Rouffignac. 

In June 1956, for the first time since they were put away, the 
specimens were unpacked with more care than they had known when 
they were first unearthed, some eighteen years earlier. In the turf
covered yard of the farmhouse of rEgal we laid out these treasures, 
which had miraculously escaped when a traffic platform was built 
up in front ofthe cave. ArtificiaUy, no doubt, but with fair aecuraey, 
the stratigraphy of the Rouffignac remains and the successive stages 
in the occupation of the porch were traced. 

The was inhabited almost without interruption from the 
to the Roman era. Moving back through the ages we 

Q.15Jl.U'v.ULi) of amphorae identical with those at V ésone, the 
black pottery with Greek decoration of Tena and HaUstatt, brown, 
hand-made fragments decorated in relief from the Bronze Age or 
Chalcolithic ware ending as it does at the Roque Saint-Christophe. 
Finally, we found the eutting instruments used by men in the 
Reindeer Age, and the flint implements of Neanderthal men, who 
were contemporaries of the gre at cave bears. These medium-sized 
fragments are still rough. Few among the pieces we have kept have 
been polished. Scrapers and blades of thick triangular section are 
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not very strong evidence from which to identify definitely a human 
occupation belonging to what is caUed the Moustier eivilisation, 
which is displayed in two cave openings above the between 
Montignac and Les Eyzies. The Mousterian culture at Rouffignac 
wiU no doubt be linked with the near-by deposits at La Ferrassie. 
New excavations in the future will furnish useful details, obtained 
with aU desirable care. A digging deeper than the present entrance 
may even reveal still older archaeologicallevels. We shall see. 

For the moment at least, these Neanderthal men, with their 
"strong, heavy frames, bony heads and powerful jaws showing the 
priority of purely vegetative or bestial functions over those of the 
brain" are the first discoverers of Rouffignac. 



A 01 Ages past 
Even more than the reindeer, the 111ammoth has remained the -

symbol of vanished weather conditions. His size, his long 
hair, his trunk and long, curving tusks have his place in our 
imaginations and he suggests Prehistory and the climate of the last 
lce Age as the camel suggests sand and the burning desert. The 
mammoth has become a creature of legend, to be found in 
toric iconography for over 20,000 years. The :first known Of:lWJlll!:! 

of a mammoth came from an engraved ivory found in a cave 
the Dordogne by Lartet and published in 1865. Forty years later 
Abbé Henri Breuil, by his admirable records, made known the 
mammoths of the Combarelles, which became classic from then on. 
The mammoth can also be reconstructed from his bones, and there 
are very few small provincial museums which do not proudly display 
in their show-cases, or bui!t up on a base and held together with 
wire, some precious osteological specimen. The museum at Fou, 
in the has three-quarters of a mammoth standing against 
the end wall of main hall. 

Knowledge of the larger bony parts of the mammoth, such as 
tusks, molars, femurs, etc., is very old, and popular credulity has 
attributed strange origins to some. Often these respectable bones, 
thanks to their size, were taken for sacred relics. In 1789 the monks 
of S1. Vincent carried a mammoth's molar in procession to bring 
down rain, ca11ing it a "bone of the Holy Lord". But the al1eged 
origins were usual1y more profane, and mammoths' bones passed 
for those of the giants of legend. It was not until the 17th and 18th 
centuries that they were recognised as the remains of vanished 
animal s which once 1ived on our soi!. Some southern archaeologists 
(and by no means the least among them) occasionally took them 
for skeletons of Hannibal's elephants, used by him in the gre at 
invasion of 218 B.C. But the discovery of "real mammoths ", 
preserved in ice, the natural cold storage of Siberia, brought 
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Europe its most detai1ed knowledge of this fabulous extinct 
quadruped. 

The Irozen M ammoth 
As ear1y as the 17th century, at the time of the :first emperor of 

the usurping Manchu dynasty, descriptions could be read in China 
of Siberian mammoths which described them as "underground rats 
of the north" but made it clear that these rats were as big as ele
phants. In 1692 Witsen published an account ofhis "extraordinary 
and adventurous journey to Tartary and the north-east", in which 
he described the discovery of complete mammoths' bodies. The 
:first discovery of a mammoth to be exploited scienti:fically was 
made in 1799 on the banks of the Lena river de1ta. Here an enor
mous block of ice enclosed the entire body of a mammoth. 

A botanist named Adams learned of the discovery through the 
sale of the tusks in the market at lrkutsk and decided to go to the 
spot. He only just managed to recúver the head, with one eye 
and one ear, and "the lower parts of two legs still sunk in the frozen 
earth ". Dogs and beasts of prey had devoured the rest. The 
skeleton, a1most complete, was sent to S1. Petersburg in 1806, 
mounted there and shown in the H cabinet of curios" founded 
Peter the Great, which was the precursor of the Zoological Museum 
of the Academy of Sciences. It was only in the 20th century that 
a new discovery at last yielded a mammoth's body in good condition. 

In Apri1 1901 the governor of Irkutsk noti:fied the of 
Sciences of the discovery among the fossilised ice of the Hel'eZ()VKa. 

the branch of the Kolyma, a river fiowing into the 
Arctic Ocean. An expedition, of which E. W. P:fizenmayer has left 
us an attractive account, was organised. The mammoth's corpse 

on a slab offQssilised ice on the river bank, which had crumbled, 
partly exposing the well-preserved body. The ice of the exposed 
surfaces was brownish and pierced by long-shaped air bubbles, but 
the deeper layers were more compact and transparently c1ear. 
This was the true fossil ice of the great lce The mammoth 
had fallen into a deep crevasse, and the permanent sheet of ice had 
kept it intact unti1 our time. No doubt the crevasse had been 
hidden under a surface layer of earth which had yielded under the 
mammoth's weight. Wedged between smooth vertical walls of ice, 
the mastodon had tried in vain to get free, and his fotelegs were 
outstretched in a last effor1. But he died of suffocation, with 
several broken bones, buried under masses of earth brought down 
by his faU. 
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A Mammoth's menu 
His death was sudden, for unmastieated fodder was found on his 

tongue and between his molars. "The imprint of the edges of the 
teeth eould be c1early seen on the seraps of vegetation wedged 
between the molars." 

Among the remains of food in the stomaeh, 30 lb. of 
plants" were reeovered. identliying them it was possible to 
establish the exaet diet of Siberian mammoth, and it is likely 
that it hardly differed from that of the western mammoths, inc1ud
ing our mammoths at Rouffignae. Now that we know what our 
mamm.oths in the eave had to eat, they seem nearer to us and more 
living. 

The plants the Siberian mammoth grazed on along the banks of 
the Berezovka are to be found today in the same place. There are 
several kinds of sedge, the yellow Alpine poppy, the bitter Ranun
eu/us or buttereup, a gentian and an orehid. 

Many of these plants have found refuge in the west, on the upper 
slopes of the Alps and the Pyrenees. They are residual flora, onee 
the food of animals now extinet. A plant is more tenaeious of 
life than an animal, less hunted and le~s destroyed by man. And 
the Alpine gentian takes on a new seent when we know that it was 
onee eropped not only by M. Séguin's little white goat but, long 
before that, by some mammoth of the lee Age. I keep pressed in a 
heavy arehaeologieal tome some blossoms of Dryas oetopela/a, 
gathered on the heights of the Wi1dkirehli, above the Alpine bear
eave at St. GaUen. These two are precious relies of the glacial 
flora that reaehed this plaee. 

Mammoth is revived 
The animal was soon 1aid bare, with little damage from beasts of 

prey and dogs, though its flesh was sti1l appetising. "The well .. 
meat of the forelegs, haunehes and hind-quarters was 

'; ... +o ... ln ... ,~o..'! with thiek layers of fat. As long as it remained frozen 
it had a fresh and appetising dark red eolour, like frozen beef or 
horse-flesh, hut with mueh eoarser :fibres." But the explorers dared 
not taste mammoth steak. This was a pity, for we should like to 
have had their impressions of the taste, even if they found the dish 
horrible. There is no reason why aman of the 20th eentury should 
not eat the three roasts whieh were ehoiee dishes in the fàr-off pre
history of 20,000 years ago: mammoth, reindeer and bison. This 
would eall only for a journey and a good digestion-a trip to Siberia, 
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li another mammoth is found there, as it is bound to be; an exeur
sion to Seandinavia to taste reindeer and a erossing of the Atlantie 
to end up with roast bison. Up to now l have tasted only reindeer: 
a reindeer killed in north N orway, frozen and sawn into pieees before 
being sent to market at Bergen. It had a pleasant flavour, like a 
ehamois of the Pyrenees. Hunters along the Berezovka had mueh 
less far to go to enjoy the "game trinity of the quaternary age", li it 
is true that hunters reaehed those parts. N ot far from the mam
moth, the explorers found a bison and a reindeer. 

The eareass was so well preserved in the iee that a large quantity 
of eoagulated blood was reeovered and a laboratory analysis estab
lished "the blood relationship of the mammoth with the lndian 
elephant" . 

A seeond mammoth, diseovered shortly afterwards on the banks 
of the Sanga-Yurak, fortunately yielded parts eomplementary to 
those of the Berezovka mammoth, giving a pieture of the lord of 
ages past. 

Yrtl~t"J'1,if of the of Siberia 
,L,l,l''''"I';,L! he is the elephant of the e01d lands, the mammoth 

is no monster in size and he has a balanee of form and dimensions 
resulting in an animal eompleteness not without beauty. The 
mammoth's skeleton found at Steinheim in a quaternary 1ayer older 
than our at stands about 12 ft. high from the 
ground to the top of the The Siberian mam-

though nearer to ours in time in spite of the ge()grapJl1ie;al 
dls1tan(;e that are a1so about 12 ft. 

from the of their tusks to that of their tails. But as in 
the ease of the raee, there are great differences between 
individua1s and between the sexes. It is interesting to note that the 
basie measurements of the Berezovka mammoth are related 
to those of some of the Rouffignae specimens. In the Breui1 
gallery the great frieze shows eleven mammoths majestieaUy lined 
up in two groups, seven facing left and four Owing 
to the fading of these paintings, whieh were made 20,000 years ago, 
it is not always possible to take al! the measurements. The upper 
part of the roek, whieh is very damp, has preserved the pietures in 
detai1. At the midd1e leve1, whieh is dry and very ehalky today, 
many features have disappeared. F ortunate1y the mammoths' legs 
have been preserved at the lower 1eve1; and this makes it possible to 
measure their height. 

Mammoth No. 5-we must number them, sinee there are so 
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many-is 56 em. (22 in.) high, or 59 em. (23 in.) from the top of the 
skull to the lower end of the foreleg, and 82 em. (32 in.) long, from 
the tips of the tusks to the rear edge of the thigh. The tail no longer 
shows or it lies fiat against the rump. If we mu1tiply these basie 
measu'rements by 5 we shall get 2 m. 80 em. (9 ft. 2 in.) and 
4 m. 10 em. (13 ft. 5 in.), exaetly the dimensions of the Berezovka 
mammoth. Thus mammoth No. 5 at is an exaet one
fifth seale model of the Siberian eompanion ! 

All the mammoths of the balaneed Rouffignae frieze are not 
identieal, but it may be supposed that the differenees eorrespond 
with natural variations. The "portraits" in the frieze, no doubt, 
have no absolute anthropometric-or may one say 
metrie" ?-value, but their exeellent drawing, their firm and aeeurate 
line, their intense life and the happy proportions of No. 5 are so 
many arguments in favour of the unknown artist and so many 
reasons for plaeing implicit faith in his work. There is no reason 
why the mammoth frieze of Rouffignae should not be aeeepted 
as a one-fifth seale reduetion or a group, reeorded for all 
time. 

M,LIDlnol:h No. 6, who eomes before the is distin(~t1v 
The tusks have faded, but we have to reeon-

struet his true dimensions : 3 m. 80 em. and 4 m 50 em. 
(13 ft. l in.) long. Mammoth No. 9 may have measured 2 m. 85 em. 
(9 ft. 8 in.) high and 4 m. 75 em. (15 ft. 7 in.) long. The solitary 
old leader who sadly ends the gre at frieze must have been over 16 ft. 
long. 

A Mammoth's head 
The mammoth has a large, powerful head, emphasised by a 

neek springing from a massive body. The head forms a ~""c"..nl.:> ... 
hump, rather higher than that of the shoulders. The latter is pro
longed and supported by the long, sharp flanges of the dorsal 
vertebrae. This hump must have been eovered with fat in the 
autumn, when the animal was well fed. In winter it enabled him 
to live on less food when snow eovered the ground. The eye was 
small-it is often eunningly drawn in the paintings-and washidden 
under definitely jutting brows, which were very eharaeteristie. The 
line of the forehead eontinued towards the trunk only after the 
swelling brows. Painters and draughtsmen always note it earefully. 
The trunk has a thiek pelt along its hinder surfaee, though the front 
seems smooth. At its tip are prehensile lips, clearly shown on a 
mammoth painted on the "great ceiling" of Rouffignae. 

I 
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Finely eurved, spiral tusks give the mammoth his majestie air. 
Here again the Siberian mammoths bring us valuable data, for their 
tusks are mueh sought after for ivory-work. "Harvesting" mam
moth tusks is one ofthe traditional resourees ofthe primitive Siberian 
eeonomy. At the beginning of summer, in the great thaws, river 
banks are undermined and washed away, and mammoth tusks and 
rhinoeeros horns are uneovered. Then mammoth teeth are traded 
from market to market, and sometimes bones as well. 

China and the Dragons 
In China it is the eustom to buy dragons' teeth and dragons' 

bones in the ehemists' shops, for everything is traeed to the dragon, 
whieh is the national symbo1. As G. H. R. von Koenigswald, the 
man of the Pitheeanthropus, humorously tells us, you ean buy these 
precious "medicines" wherever you have a preseription and plenty 
of money in your poeket. "Everything that eomes from the body 
of so powerful an animal is bound to be a very potent drug and to 
feteh a high priee." 

But these "dragons' teeth" are not those of the legendary mon .. 
sters at aU. They are the fossilised teeth of aU sorts of mammals. 

than 100 species have been eounted. Among the ehemists' 
jars of Pekin and Hong Kong you will find the teeth of "Sinan
thropus" and also mammoths' tusks whieh are admired as anlgCms' 
bones. As long ago as the 12th eentury, the Chinese 
clopaedia Ta-Kuan-pen-tsao spoke of the medicinal nr()ne;rtij~s 

of dragons' bones. The bones were' brought down by 
ho !iver in the The Ordos gorge, a defile 
the river in the mountains north of the Great Wall, was known 
as "the Gate". This was where the "burrowing rat" 
lived: that as an elephant, whieh was no other than the 
ma111ll1oth. 

More intensive "harvesting" of mammoth tusks in the 
middle of the 18th eentury, and eomplete expeditions were under
taken whieh diseovered islands like the Liakhov Isles in the Aretic 
Ocean, north of Siberia. Liakhov pioneered the wholesale trade 
in fossil ivory. During the summers of 1882 and 1884 a mission 
led by Dr. Bunge brought baek 2,500 tusks. 

The finest tusks examined by E. W. Pfizenmayer at near 
the mouth of the Neva, at the beginning of this eentury "deseribed 
an almost perfeet eircle, with a slight spiral tendeney, for two-thirds 
of their length. Eaeh tusk was 2 m. 79 em. (9 f t. 1 in.) 
measured along the outside of the eurve, and 38 em. (just 
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15 in.) in cireumferenee at the base. Eaeh of these specimens 
weighed 32 (70 " 

If the redueed seale of one to five is aeeepted as eonstant, the last 
mammoth on the great frieze at Rouffignae had tusks 4 m. (13 ft.) 
long on the outside of the eurve. This figure approximates to the 
size of the finest and mammoth tusks. The same 
author reports an tusk from a fragment 35 or 
40 em. (14 to 16 in.) long was at the base and another smal1 

at the tip. " A1though was ineomplete, this tusk 
measured 3 m. 74 em. (11 ft. 2 in.) and weighed 109 kg. (near1y 
2401b.)." In any ease, the outside length of the tusk was greater 
than in the "lone mammoth" of Rouffignae. In hls two tusks the 
Siberian giant earried at least 250 kg. (5501b.) of ivory! 

The Mammoth' s Fleece 
The diseoveries of frozen mammoths and prehistorie araLW11ngS 

and eonfirm one another and help us to give the 
mammoth whieh is now elassical and I.JvvY-j, .... J.. 

a heavy fleeee formed of long, stiff, eoarse hairs 
and a wool1y layer of hairs whleh were shorter but mueh 
denser. The whole formed a double proteetive eoat whieh retained 
air. Thelonghairsmeasuredasmuehas45 em. (17 Generally 
rusty brown in eolour, they varied on different parts of the body 
and also in different seasons. 

The outer hair was longer on the ehest and nook, baek and flanks. 
This appeared in the mammoths drawn or painted at Rouffignae. 
When we examine the one-fifth seale drawing of the lone mammoth 
on the great frieze, it is interesting to note that the long hairs on his 
ehest, enlarged to their natural size, would be, at the most, 48 em. 
(19 in.) long, eompared with 17 in. for the Siberian animal. This 
no doubt eonfirms the aeeuraey of the prehistorie artist, as he wel1 
deserves to be eal1ed. 

I t eonfirms the truth of his proportions, but does it not do mueh 
more? The vertieal streaks of manganese only suggest the fleeee, 
for the artist has painted but few, but they are in exaet proportion 
to the ereature's body. Is not this minute sense ofproportion
accurate to a mammoth's hair's-breadth, one might say-the sign of 
a eomplet~ art, of unrival1ed sureness and aeeuraey in drawing, of 
a deep power of suggestion with the simples t possible material s : a 
roeky wall, a thiek stump of manganese, a small oillamp? . . . 

For preeision does not destroy "life", and our mammoths at 
Rouffignae are living things. 
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Art and Accuracy 
They eertainly represent a very high level of art, perhaps the 

highest ever reaehed. But above aTI they remain human works. 
They are rendered personal and reveal the hand and toueh of the 
artist. If aTI the mammoths of the great frieze are by the same hand, 
like those in the end ehamber of the west braneh at Rouffignae, 
others have different qualities. Those on the "great eeiling" aim 
mueh more at effeet. Their lines are less pure, and they are some
times overeharged with detail. No doubt they are of a more reeent 
sehool. And the mos t speetaeular are not always the most aeeu
rate. One mammoth on the left, a little before the "great eeiling", 
makes a striking effeet, but aeeording to Professor Grassé he has 
not the rightness and precision of his brothers of the great frieze. 
On the other hand, a mammoth to the right of the "great eeiling", 
who might be eonsidered rather nalve from an aesthetie point of 
view, is seientifieally aeeurate. This is the one who has a clear1y
drawn two-lipped tip to his trunk, and-passing to the other extreme 
-a remarkable formation of the anus, like a sort of lid for pro
teetion from the eold. This opereule is a fundamental feature of 
the mammoth; the Cabrerets mammoths have it, and this is one or 
those minute and little-known details that might easily eseape the 
attention of a Now, the Rouffignae mammoths, whenever 
the are sufficient1y detailed, wear this feature with ele-
gance. shalllong remember the admiring, joyful and exultant 
exclamations of the anatomists: "Oh, have you seen his anal 
" ..... "'.,.,.",,1"'! Marvellous! How ean it be a J." __ • _____ _ 

sueh a feature?" . anal opereule of our Rouffignae mam-
moths! You protooted them from the eold and you protoot us 
from wounding seeptieism. Thank you! 

The real Battle of Mammoths 
The rhinoeeros has his family life, but the mammoth's life is eom

munal. Like his fellow-paehyderm and near the elephant, 
he 1ives in powerful groups under the guidanee of his "old leaders " . 
The glades whieh run today from Manaurie towards the V ézere 
valley must often have eehoed, in the past, with the heavy, slow and 
methodieal passing of the herds. A painting or a drawing bears 
witness to the existenee of an extinet animal spooies just as well as 
the presenee of bones, but the two kinds of evidenee are not of equal 
value. The sooond is natural, while the first is the result of human 
ehoiee, but both are equally subjeet to the ehanees of diseovery. It 
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would be vain to argue the point whether it is more arduous or more 
-n",~~1<:!P'nT(' .. l"tl1IV to discover a mammoths' "cemetery H or to find a 

niammoth paintings. Alluvial deposits and even caves 
VCtHl,)gl1le have yielded mammoths' tusks, or at least frag

ments of them, and molars either whole or often divided into natural 
chips. and artisans of the palaeolithic period worked 
on mammoth ivory as the of Siberia did thousands of 

later. Traditions persist. only did the mammoth live 
the : he had a large place in its life. And here the 

graphiç evidence of Rouffignac is vital. It would be, as it always 
is, risky to draw conclusions about these distant civilisations, but 
the mere number of mammoths in the galleries can only 
show the considerable part played by tliis animal in palaeolithic 
life, at Ieast for the tribe that inhabited the Cro du Cluzeau. 

thought in terms of mammoths at that time. That, no 
doubt, was because they saw mammoths and lived among them. 

the herds are only a reproduction of the living herds, 
and were painted only that the herds might live. 
Often the valleys must have echoed to their slow, deliberate 

Like the elephant, no doubt, the liis 
nose. be a symbol of conscious rather 
in vain, for nature has taught certain animal man, 
the advantages of a devious path. 

It must have happened very often that two herds and each 
wanted to push ahead. Then each leader would overthrow any 
obstacle in liis path, whether it were a native a thicket or the 

bodies of other mammoths. And then the 
vaIIeys of Manaurie rang with these battles of 

long, shrill trumpetings, the loud clash of tusks and 
heavy sliding of flesh on the soi1. But the curving tusks lntenIDC1<~ea 
and would not be freed~ Crouching face to face, pushing with their 
hind-quarters, butting with their short brows and brandisliing their 
trunks, for minutes on end, the great beasts matched one another, 
staring with their small, round eyes. The real battle of the Rouffig
nac mammoths is recorded in the caves. It is still impossible to 
say how many times we can find the theme of battle suggested by 
mammoths in single combat. 

Great Frieze 
The most spectacular encounter is that depicted in the great frieze 

in the Henri Breui1 gallery: that of seven against four. Seven 
mammoths face left, marching on the four who face right. 
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come one beliind the other, dose together near the head of the 
column, more widely spaced towards the re ar, where, even among 
mammoths, the least brave wil1 be found. Near the the 
right-hand group, which is the larger, includes some mammoths 
side by side; their features over1ap. One is in the second row, 
passing others as he hurries to the leaders' point of contact. The 
duel will become unequal. 

As you emergé from the Sacred Way, the light of your acetylene 
lamp reveals a new mammoth at every second or third step. Slowly 
-for the bear-holes, flints and s1ippery day will reduce your pace 
-slowly you light up one as another disappears into the shades. 
The new beast vanishes also, yielding place to a third, and so on, 
unti1 the fight appears. And the frieze goes on, with these com
batants unti1 the magnificent lone mammoth is reached. 

Fifte~n yards of mammoth frieze! You draw back now, taking 
care of the holes, and try to iIIuminate the whole scene, waving your 
heavy lamp, but you do not succeed. You may direct your quivet-

light on this section or that, or on the dash depicted in the 
centre, but some part of the picture is always in shadow, and that 
is as it should be. The mammoth frieze of Rouffignac passes into 
the shades and marches on, as though infiriite and eterna1. 

In the raw, white light of the cinema operators' floodlights the 
whole wall and ceiling are il1uminated, and the two herds meet as 
one. There is no more mystery, but the splendid vision wil1 remain 
for ever graven on your memory. You hold your breath in religious 
awe, in intense communion with those fellow-men of 20,000 years 
ago who seem to come to meet Your blood throbs faster and 
more in your temples, you seem to hear the deep galleries 
re-echo to the mammoths' heavy tread. 

Theme 
The struggle of mammoth against mammoth is not shown 

on such a scale as in the great frieze. The large panel of mammoth 
drawings on the right-hand wall of the Sacred Way, beyond the 
Breui1 gallery, shows only two groups of two. The leader of the 
left-hand group is admirably preserved and not disfigured" by 
sacri1egious modern scrawlings. He is one of the finest mammoths 
in the cave. 

With his high, rounded head and sloping back, wrapped in his 
long, stiff hair, and his hairy trunk rolled up, he gives you a melan
choly look. With wrinkled brows and curved tusks pointing to his 
forehead, he awaits the enemy. A band of wavy lines crosses his 
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eareass from head to bel1y like a Freneh Town Couneil1or's sash. 
Is he a mammoth ehief? 

Between him and his opponent is a baby mammoth, with a lumpy 
forehead rather out of proportion, like those ehildren who seem to 
have a long head, shaped like a sugar-loaf. His eye was c1early 
defined under the arehing brow, and there is plenty of hair on his 
trunk. The seene laeks violenee and rather resembles a family 
group. In any ease, it makes a perfeet pieture. The two opposing 
leaders leave an empty, triangular spaee under their eurving tusks, 
and the young mammoth :fil1s this spaee. The whole is a won
derful example of pyramidal eomposition. 

There are many more opposmg groups on the left-hand wall of the 
Breuil gal1ery. 

" Charlotte" and the Patriarch 
At the end of the gal1ery we find Charlotte-a sweet name for a 

robust and powerful mammoth, given to her no doubt by some 
underground Werther longing to :fix rus passing human feelings for 
eternity. 

Charlotte faees left, driving another mammoth, happi1y anony
mous, before her (or before rum). And this mammoth meets 
another faeing right. Farther on, towards the Saered Way, three 
mammoths facing left (one in the baekground overlapping the two 
in the front row) meet two more faeing right. Still farther on, the 
theme is treated systematieally. Here the "Patriareh", an old male 
with powerful tusks, is on the move. His features are deeply 
graven. His body is 70 em. (271 in.) long, and the span of rus 
tusks, from rus eye to their points, is 40 em. (nearly 16 in.). Keep
ing the same proportions, a "patriareh" 3 m. 50 em. (11 ft. 6 in.) 
long, in the natural state :five times the size of his portrait, would 
have had tusks about 11 ft. 6 in. long, and a marorooth 4 m. 20 em. 
(13 f t. 9 in.) long would have had tusks measuring 3 m. 75 em. 
(12 f t. 4 in.). The data found in the ease of the "lone mammoth" 
hold good. 

Claude Barriere, who took part in the minute inspection of the 
gallery, roade an interesting observation. The wall is not Hat but 
forros a series of eoneave ares separated by ridges whieh may be 
deseribed as "ribs ". Twiee in three groups two mammoths faee 
eaeh other from eaeh side of a "rib". 

The mammoth hunt? 
Was the mammoth hunted? He would have made a ehoiee dish 

] . Entrance to the Cave of Rouffignac 

2. Plan of the cave, drawn in ] 759 by Gabriel Bouquier 



3. Title page of The Great Historical Dictionary, published in 1725, in 
which the Rouffignac paintings are mentioned 
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for a palaeolithic menu, which consisted largely of meat. At :first 
sight it seems difficult for a man to stand up to a mammoth. Even 
with his height of 6 ft., Cro-Magnon man was clearly overshadowed 
by the 9 ft. of the animal and might seem crushedby his 
Could bone weapons such as assegais made from reindeer horns 
penetrate a hide nearly an inch thick, lined with a subcutaneous layer 
of fat 3t in. thick? Eleven inches of "dead ground" had to be 
pierced before any e:ffective penetration, and how much more before 
any vital organ was touched? The mammoth could be attacked only 
with a long wooden pike, hardened by :fire at the point and perhaps 
wielded by several men. But then, think of the fury of the beast as 

. it charged the Cro-Magnon hunters! Can we suppose that they 
used less direct methods? Afriean native elephant-hunters use a 
boar-spear and, risking their lives, stalk the animal to stick it into 
the soles of its feet. Then the elephant, a lordly tramp, limps on 
for hours and days, followed by a human paek, before it :finally 
goes mad and dies. 

Other dever natives are masters of the trapper's art. On the 
Upper Ni1e they suspend a heavy wooden stake, tipped with a 
spear-point, over the elephants" path. The whole is connected with 
a eord that spans the track, and when the elephant disturbs the cord 
he pulls a trigger and the pylon pierces his skull-or misses him. 
Palaeolithie man knew ropes, as he knew many other things, but 
we shall never know whether he was as cunning as the natives of 

Upper Ni1e. 
In other parts of Africa a sharp stake is planted, point upwards, 

in a pit covered with branches through which the elephant fan. 
But a would have to be very large: six to ten feet 
at least, tQ trip animal, and at least 15 feet wide to prevent him 
from climbing out. Altogether, a eapaeity of 65 to 95 eubie yards 
would be needed to immobilise the beast. Imagine the . e:fforts 
required to sueh a pit! In soi1 whieh might be deeply frozen, it 
would be impossible; impossible in limestone, too. And in loose 
soi1, what a task for men to scoop out the earth their hands, 
or even using bisons' shoulder-blades as spades! Is it not strange 
that no traee of a pit this size has ever eome down to us? A seene 
of this kind is represented in miniature in the Natural .......... J"''-'.,, ' 

Museum at Toulouse, in a show-case at the end of the Cartai1hae 
gallery, using terra eotta or breaderumbs for earth. The seene is 
ratber picturesque. The mammoth, who evidently is destined to 
provide the main dish of a meal, . is being harassed by a erowd of 
little pygmies who dance round him, brandishing spears and assegais 

e 
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very bravely when they are at a distance and have nothing to fear. 
These pygmies, of course, are men. In the dust of the show-case, 
which obliterates details, the group resembles a scene from the 
adventures of Gulliver in Lilliput. But mammoth-hunting has not 
been proved and is hardly accepted as a fact, any more than hunting 
for the palaeolithic bear~ Whether mammoth meat was included in 
the diet of palaeolithic man is another question. 

lkfar.nr.noth cer.neteries 
The loess at Predmost in Moravia contains several hundred 

mammoths, 300 according to some, 1,000 according to others, 
together with bones of horses or reindeer, thousands of stone or 
bone implements and even works of art carved on mammoth ivory. 
Predmost is a field of mammoth remains and archaeological de
posits covering several types of civilisation. 

Some hold that the mammoths were hunted and that Predmost 
was a sort of killing ground, a great hunting rendezvous. Others 
believe that the Predmost herds fell victíms to some natural cata
clysm, perhaps a terrible blizzard. Afterwards, men gathe~ed to 
make use of the victims, remove the tusks, cut up the bodles for 
the long bones or shoulder-blades or perhaps even eat the meat. 

Predmost has been described as a gigantic refrigerator on which 
men drew as ít thawed, just as the Tungus tribes keep frozen mam
moth-meat in Siberia for their dogs, and sometimes for themselves. 
The changes of climate of the quaternary epoch are sti1l too little 
known in detail for us to form a definite opinion. 

What was the "true" temperature in the Dordogne country at 
the time of the mammoth, and especially the "true" temperature of 
a given soi1? The V ézere valley is open to Atlantic inf1uence; but 
in Périgord local conditions have more effect than elsewhere. The 
sheltered valley and the plateau, the upper or lower course of a 
stream, each has its own climate, and to the present day the Sarladais 
has an average temperature in J anuary of only O to 40 C. Climate, 
rather than soi1, determines a way of Ine and suggests occupations. 

Did the clímate of that time make it possible to dig trap-pits? 
Or would the weighted traps depicted in certain drawings at Font
de-Gaume have been enough? We must also examine the theory 
that there was a natural decimatíon or even an annihilation of mam
lÍloth herds. Man has often benefited by remarkabIe chances in 
the course of his long deveIopment; often, too, he has failed to stand 
the test'and has sometimes disappeared 10cally. The :finding of a 
mammoth's corpse, fresh or preserved under snow, must have been 
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a chance in man's favour. And man must have done all he could 
to mu1tiply such chances. 

Reasons for art 
Another problem is the reason why paintings and drawings were 

made. Their artistic vaIue is undoubted, but is this art not a 
supplement, a free gift added to an imperious obligation? There 
i8 not a vital reason for what we caU· by the convenient term or 
"prehistoric art". Just as the American Indian, in 80mewhat 
similar artistic activities, draws no distinction between materiallife 
and thought, between reality and the stuff of dreams, so palaeolithic 
man sees reality and its representation with equal viv:idness. For 
him it would be vain and inconceivable merely to represent an object 
in a picturé. That is the way of civilised man, who delights in the 
appearance of reality. That is why what we can "art" today is so 
much detached from ourselves ánd from aU that is human. That is 
why we see faces with two noses, full-face portraits with one eye 
only, side views with two! The pure profile of our Rouffignac 
mammoths is more human than the humans of today. For primi
tive man, dream and reality have the same force, the same presence. 
He understands the act of creatingan object or a being and 
it, or restoring to it, real life through its outline. For him 
is life. F or us, often, att is a game, and n son1e artists are talented 
and "pIay the game" they are not always the most conspicuous. 
The prize góes to him who exploits the game, giving two noses to a 
man's face. 

To the act of drawing or painting the coveted 
animal on the waU is a true act of creation. The representation itself 
is not essential' what matters is the act of representing, of drawing 
or painting. this act of creation, in the true and strong sense 
ofthe term, weU matches the eventful way oflife ofthese Tamerlanes 
of the chase. 

To own mammoth, to exploit this mine of f1esh and bone and 
ivory, they must draw mammoth and paint mammoth. To mul
tiply the mammoth herds in the sunlit dales of Manaurie, the lime
stone walls of Rouffignac are covered with mammoths. I remember 
the :first cepsus, taken on July 17, 1956, during the visit of Abbé 
Breuil. 

What a lot of lkfammoths ! 
One of us walked on the right, inspecting the walls; the Abbé on 

the left, the sideofthe heart; the "fourth man" in the centre, 
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the damp wind of the cave, to examine the roofs, and I myself a 
few paces behind, finding it difficult to keep up with them, for I 
was writing down the count. "Two mammoths to the right, two ... " 
"Three mammoths to the left, three ... " "One in the centre, 
one ... " "Five to the right, five. n Thus the 1ine of counters 
advanced, the depths, whi1e the scribe became involved in 
his calculations: "28 ... 35 ... 42 ... 55 ... 61 . .. No, really, 
there are too many!" This lavishness had its meaning. The men 
of Rouffignac for mammoth, for they needed mammoth, 

1ived on mammoth, And they drew it, or rather they created 
it on their walls in their drawings and engravings, that their valleys 
might be fiUed with a host of pachyderms. 

Did they hunt them? In pictures of the bisons and ibexes they 
hunted we find magic arrows and votive 1ines piercing the animal. 
There are never any arrows on the mammoths: they are always 
unscathed. 

We have noted the frequent association of pot-holes in the Breui1 
gallery with the pictures of mammoths. These natural depressions 
lead to a lower level, to the perennial flow of waters, far be10w. 
Might they not suggest trap-pits, and should we not see in this con
nexion a rite preparatory to the trapping? The hollow below and 
to the right of the great frieze of painted mammoths, and the first 
hollow on the 1eft-hand wall, which is connected with an engraved 
mammoth, seem examples worth remembering. One fact, however, 
is not exp1ained. 

The "10ne" mammoth is not falling into the nearest hollow; he 
turns his back on it. Indeed, he seems to escape from ita The 
mammoth engraved opposite a1so gets out of the pit instead of 
seeming to fall into it. 

In this connexion, how can we fai1 to recall the 01d 1egends that 
speak of "rats as as e1ephants, rats that 1ive underground and 
die direct1y they come into the open air, or the 1ight of the sun shines 
on them?" 

When they found, at the thaw, a mammoth killed by a blizzard, 
brought to light by a 1andslide, did not primitive men think the 
mammoth lived underground? 

You may prefer to think, and this is equally credib1e, that there 
is no connexion between the starting-points of the pot-holes in the 
galleries and the drawn or painted mammoths. The holes are holes, 
and the mammoths are mammoths. That is all. 
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Afine bag 
A shoot in the Rambouil1et coverts always ends in a fine display 

of game. The finest, no doubt, were those to be seen at the begin
ning of the century in the woods at Fontenailles, when the Comtes 
GrefIulhe had been shooting. 

The biggest bag of the early palaeo1ithic era is to be seen at 
Rouffignac. The mammoth is the show-piece, taking first place 
both for his weight and for his numbers. The list compiled on 
July 30, 1956, yie1ds these figures : 

"Red Cei1ing" gallery: 
"Two mammoths" gallery: 
1st Section of the Sacred Way: 
-before the Breuil gallery : 
-Henri Breui1 gallery: 
2nd Section ofthe Sacred Way: 
-up to the "Great Ceiling" : 
"Great Ceiling": 
-last section, from the "Great 

Ceiling" to the 1ast drawing 
knownuptonow, the "Mam-

5 mammoths out of 5 animals 
2 mammoths out of 2 

7 mammoths out of 9 
25 mammoths· out of 31 
7 mammoths out of 9 

14 mammoths out of 43 

moth with the Roguish Eye": 10 mammoths oút of 14 

And the general list gave 70 mammoths out of 113 animals 
represented. The percentages show the predominance of the 
mammoth: 

100%, 100%, 77%, 83%, 32%, 71%, and 61% of the tota!. 

numbers alone, Rouffignac is the true mammoths' cave. 
Recent investigations have added to the original figures, for 91 
mammoths were counted in September and more than 100 in 
Oc~ober, scattered through five or six miles of galleries, but we can 
arnve at a definite total only by a systematic census, carried out 
gallery by gallery. For instance, the "Red Ceiling" gallery con
tains six, not five. A mammoth at the far end, on the left, was not 
noticed in the first extensive visits. Others glimpsed in a hasty 
exploration ofthe eastern branch have not yet been counted exactly. 
The deep gallery of the stream holds others, and so do the far ends 
ofthe Henri Breui1 gallery, in which is the "mammoth ofthe niche". 
For t~e moment, only the Henri Breui1 gallery has been comp1etely 
exammed. Let us recall the original figures : 
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Paintings: 11 mammoths. 1 horse. 
1")1"~UIC1nCFI;!: 14 mammoths. 1 horse. 
TOTAL; 25 mammoths. 2 horses. 

3 rhinoceros. 
1 bison. 

3 rhÍlloeeros. 1 bison. 

And here are the eorreeted after several minute inspections 
with the help of various Charles and Louis Plassard, 
Françoise Dejean, Claude Jja:rri~~re. Jaeques L. 

Paintings: 11 mammoths. 1 horse. 
Drawings: 19 m.ammoths. 1 horse. 

TOTAL: 30 mammoths. 2 horses. 

3 rhinoeeros. 
1 rhinoeeros. 2 bison. 
4 rhinoeeros. 2 bison. 

The pereentage ofpainted mammoths becomes 73%, that of drawn 
mammoths 82%, a1id in the whole of the Breui1 gallery 78% of the 
animals depieted are mammoths. 

Yes, for numbers alone, Rouffignac is certainly the mammoths' 
eave. This does not mean that it was reserved for mammoths 
only, but that is another story. 

w s 
(RHINOCEROS TICHORHINUS) 

Woolly Rhinoceros 
Sinee the dawn of the quaternary era, the elephant and the 

rhinoeeros have been aecustomed to live together. The aneient 
elephant and Merck's rhinoeeros, two "warm" species, are often 
found side by side, and as the elimate beeomes eolder the mammoth 
and the rhinoeeros are natural neighbours. Both have thiek coats 
and deep layers of fat to protect them from the same iey eold. The 
Cl:L. __ "~._ refrigeràtors have yielded rhinoeeroses just as they have 
yielded mammoths. The rhinoeeros in this case is the " eold " 
species, Rhinoceros tichorhinus, the Woolly Rhinoeeros, also eal1ed 
"the rhinoeeros with divided nostrils" beeause it has a strong 
..... n1"T11'c'I"ln inside its nose to support the great eurved horn. 
lJ~"'''''ÁJ'''''.LL rhinoeeros reaehes a height of 5 ft. 3 in. at the shoulder, 
with a length of 11 ft. 6 in. 

If we eompare these average measurements with those of the 
rhinoceros pietured at Rouffignac we shall find some interestulg 
data. the third rhinoeeros in the now famous (not to say 

frieze is in the proportion of 1 to 3.5 with the Siberian 
rhinoeeros. On the natural seale the Rouffignac rhinoceros would 
measure 1 m. 54 em. (5 ft.) high at the shoulder, with a totallength 
of 3 m. 57 em. (11 f t. 8 in.) from the tail to the tapered end of the 

frieze. The reduetion in the two cases is very exaet, but 
The mammoths have been reduced more, to one-fifth 

fuU size. Deep minds might draw great and weighty eonc1usions 
from this. It may be simpler, and just as profound, to note that 
the rocky wall allowed only of paintings and drawings averaging 
60 to 80 em. (24 to 30 in.) high. The artists had only this limited 
belt of smooth wall to use; the fiint "kidneys" above ii and the 
natural coneavity of the waU below it made painting and dr:iWllng 
there impossible. They therefore reduced their animal models, 
reduced the mammoth most, because he was bigger than the rhino
ceros. Even good sense eould prevail in the palaeolithic age, 
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incidental1y has been declared "superior" in an age when western 
art is eonsidered supreme. 

The ehief feature of the rhinoeeros, the great horn, is more than 
a metre (3 ft. 3 in.) 10ng in the known Siberian specimens. Measur
ing the great horn of No. 3 at Rouffignae we find it 4 ft. l in. 10ng 
a10ng the outside eurve and more than 3 ft. in a straight line 
from base to point. 

Rhinoceros 
The fust rhinoeeros of the group is smal1er, and his great horn is 

proportionate1y smaller stm. It is one-quarter as 10ng as his body 
instead of one-third. Is this differenee due to age or sex? Is the 
1eading rhinoeeros a young one, followed by his father and his 
mother? 

E1ephants live in large herds whieh have a fi.xed order of mareh 
when they go to their drinking plaees in the rivers. The ealves go 
fust, followed by the mothers, who guide them gent1y with their 
tusks or trunks. The buUs eome 1ast and the or 01d 
buU of the herd brings up the rear. 

Rhinoeeroses are less gregarious and seem to prefer fami1y life. 
They go to the water-h01es in pairs. It is probable that the females 
had the longest but a1so the thinnest and sharpest horns and used 
them to guide the young as they went ahead of them, preventing 
them from straying to one side, mueh as goose-gir1s guide their 
:Boek with a long stiek threatening the :Banks. 

In the light of this touehing seene, the rhinoeeros frieze beeomes 
clear: the fust is the youngster, the seeond is his who has, 
indeed, the 10ngest and sharpest horn, a1so the thinnest at the ba.se. 
We eall this rhinoeeros "Dubois" after a eave-explorer from Bnve 
who, some years ago, saw fit to earve his name on her, eareless of 
her va1ue and purity. Dubois, then, is the mother rhinoeeros. 

And father rhinoeeros brings up the rear, eompleting the family 
Chanee plays odd trieks! When eontroversy was stiU 

raging about the fabulous eave, its detraetors eoneentrated on the 
baby rhinoeeros and refused to reeognise him. They tore him from 
the bosom of his family and east doubts on his paternity. But both 
violenee and argument were useless, for the answer was there. 
Opposite the two fighting mammoths, but on the eei1ing and on the 
right, are two exeellent rhinoeeroses. The fust (to whose fame we 
shall return) is also a female; she is guiding the walk of a young one 
just in front of her. This youngster is notable for his two horns, 
whieh are deeply graven in the limestone roek. The rest of the 
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body is fainter, but it would normally lie partly alongside that of the 
mother. Abbé Breuil spent a long time eraning his neck and strain
ing his eyes before he ventured on a theory. Paintings and drawings 
of rhinoeeros seem to be governed by the same family tradition: 
father, mother and ehild for the painted frieze, mother and ehild 
only for drawings. Besides their aeeurate and clinieal observation, 
our quaternary artists had sociologieal sense. On one hand, they 
drew herds of mammoths; on the.other, rhinoeeros family life. 

Hairy head or bald head? 
Like his friend the mammoth, the rhinoeeros had an ample eoat: 

a double covering composed of long, stiff, close-growing hairs, very 
dark reddish brown in eolour, and under them "a deep 1ayer of 
b1aek wool". 

The longest hairs, measuring more than 8 in., grew on the lower 
part of the body and under the neek, aeeording to the Rouffignac 
paintings, but the head, judging from a body found on aleft tribu
tary ofthe Lena river in 1771, bore hairs only 2iin.long. Though 
his head stood well clear and was naturally closely eropped, the 
tichorhinus was by no means bald, as some have c1aimed. The 
rhinoeeros drawn on the eeiling, to whieh we have referred, wears a 
very:fine, clear mane and head-eovering shown by small , regular 
strokes of the engraving tool. One of his plainest morphologieal 
features is the size of his hump, a reserve of fat formed on the 
withers. Here the hump is enormous; it juts out. We find 
the same large lumps on the rhinoeeroses in the family, espeeiaUy the 
youngster and the father. Dubois' is less fuU, for 
mothers are always worried, and they show it! 

Though done in a different style, the rhinoeeroses painted on the 
"Great Cei1ing" also have humps. Onee more it is eonfumed that 
most of the Rouffignae animals are in their winter dress. They are 
eoming to take up their winter quarters in the eave during the hard 
weather, and their humps are fuU. 

The rhinoeeros of Font-de-Gaume, on theeontrary, is in summer 
dress. His body is long and slender, quite different from the rhino
eeroses engraved on stones in the Colombiere eave in the Ain 
department, and those engraved on fiint slabs in the Tri10bite eave 
at 'Arey-sur-Cure. These" deeorative" rhinoeeroses belong to the 
civilisation known as Périgordian and are older than the 
dalenian rhinoeeros of Font-de-Gaume. they, strietly i:)1-''-'U.L'U.Ll~. 
of the same species? Perhaps not, but that did not TInwelnf 

erities of Rouffignae from proclaiming at the tops of 
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the streets of Les Eyzies, during the sensation at the beginning of 
that the animals were "slavish copies of 

, insisting, of course, especialIy on the 
"s1avish" . 

Rhinoceros hunting? 
The rhinoceros appears very rarely in specimens of art. 

From south-west to north-east, he is found at Los Casares, Trois 
La CombarelIes ánd 

J...ia.,"\.Ia.UA. de1Dlclted with technique and in different· chrono-
logical and often or only two in a cave. Until now 
we only knew of about ten. The Rouffignac cave undoubtedly 
brings us the fi.nest specimens of Rhinoceros tichorhinus, and the 
present count, which is stilI on the increase, gives the fi.gure of nine 
animals. The mammoth galIery is also the rhinoceros galIery. 
The Breui1 galIery contains the three fi.ne painted specimens forming 
a complete family and one (unfi.nished) engraved on the 
left-hand walI. In front of the "Mammoths of the are 
two rhinoceroses engraved on the roof, and fi.nalIy, three more are 
painted on the Ceiling" . 

As in the case of the mammoths, we may say that Rouffignac alone 
contains about as many mammoths andrhinoceroses as alI the other 
Franco-Cantabric art caves put together. These fi.gures clearly 
show the great iconographic importance of Rouffignao and p1ace it 
defi.nite1y among the "Giant" quaternary caves, whose distinguished 
names are Altamira, Font-de-Gaume, Les CombarelIes, Lascaux, 
Les Freres and Niaux. 

The aesthetic va1ue of Rouffignac, though no doubt more sub-
jective, is not 1ess. It Rouffignac lacks the magic that 
b1azes at Lascaux and A1tamira, it does have unequalled of 
!ine, both painted and engraved. FinalIy, by the number of ques
tions it raises and by its siill uncounted riches, it takes its p1ace 
with ease in the front rank of such discoveries. 

The wor1d scarcity of rhinoceros is a va!id argument against the 
theory that they were hunted. size, their violence and their 
furious chatging must have made them awkward game. And if the 
rhinoceros engraved on a stone at La Colombiere does have some 
curious, weighted arrows planted in his belly, these arrows may 
express a harmless wish rather than a real incident of the chase or a 
serious determination for the future. Palaeo!ithic sorcerers, !ike Paul 
Valéry, sometimes yearned for " an impossible goa1". The three rhinos 
of the "Great Ceiling" are scattered there in the huge, disorder1y 
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bestiary, but the three in the frieze and the two in the sector of the 
"Mammoths of the Discovery" depict mother and child. These are 
family gróups. 1s it too far-fetched to suggest that quaternary 
man at Rouffignac thought of a rhinoceros fami1y when he wanted 
to evoke the p1easures of the hearth? 

Rhinoceros 
No doubt it is not too late to come back to hirU. And he doubly 

deserves ít: for himself as a rhinoceros, and for the well-rn.erited 
tribute ofthe learned Ita!ian prehistorian, Paolo Graziosi, an eminent 
quaternary specia1ist, who on being invited by te1egram to visit 
Rouffignac rep1ied simply "I'm hurrying" and hurried faster than 
his cab1e. Whi1e the 1ittle town of Les Eyzies ignored its new dis
covery, the humanist University of Florence brought confi.rmatÍon. 
A few days previous1y, after a working and exploring visit of twe1ve 
hours, I returned to the cave with M. C. Plassard and we went up 
the "Sacred Way". After twelve hours without rest, our physical 
and mental ref1exes had become a little 1ess effective. My com
panion, who scrambled about in his cave with the agility of a cat, 
had taken a knock on. the head from a jutting f1int in the roof. I 
heard a dull thud like that of a wood on the board at the end of a 
b0w.lin~ alley. The red b100d trickled down over a fi.ne ivory skulI, 
re~~dmg me of the scar1et "macaronis" in some prehistoric 
pamtmgs. I was to make the same comparison a month 1ater, 
when M. P1assard, his son, Louis, and I discovered the red 
ceiling with its many inter1acings, serpentine mou1dings other 
"macaronis" traced by a and standing out white on a crimson 
ground. But the inversion was complete: here was a vault, not a 
globe, not bearing 1ines which were not rOO .... 

Whi1e we were coming back along the left side, and facing the 
"Ma~oths of thé ?iscovery" on the ceiling, we saw some deeply 
graven 1ines. Holdmg a 1amp above our heads, we fol1owed the 
lines : two diverging points were very c1ear. And near their junction, 
some fine but deep strokes suggested something 1ike a bali of hak 
or feathers. We turned the 1amp and twisted our bodies, and OU! 

empty stomachs feIt 1ike turning, too. With our backs to the wal1, 
we seemed to see a great bird with its beak wide open, and farther 
al0;tg, on the 1eft, a second bird suggested chief1y by his beak, 
which vvas also agape. 

Birds oi Legend? 
We scribbIed "Birds?" on a slip of paper and thrust the slip 
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the end of a cleft stick. We would see about this later. We did 
see not much and the explanation came with Professor Paolo 
Gr~ziosi. There we were, twisting and with heads in air, 
trying to solve the mystery of these two creatures that seemed to be 
apterixes, but could not be. .. 

The outlines of the "beaks" were very deep and highly polished, 
and their depths were black. The lines f orming the ball of hair or 
feathers were finer but as smooth~ They gradually faded as 
they drew away from "beak", that is, towards the middle of 
the gallery. I must say that this fading away and this deep patina, 
this "dust of centuries ", a very thick deposit of manganese as we 
knew later, aroused our enthusiasm much more than the mysterious 
forms we had to decipher. 

These fading, glazed drawings gave irrefutable evidence of 
authenticity, and we filled our records with sure proofs to oppose 
to Périgordian scepticism. And in the middle of our discussion, 
Paolo Graziosi dec1ared with Olympian calm, but with a touch of 
breathless excitement: "It's a rhinoceros!" 

Good Lord, yes, it was a rhinoceros, a magnific~nt rhinoceros, 
and a tichorhinus into the bargain .... 

For a moment, a geological silence reigned in the gallery. The 
soul of a rhinoceros passed by. 

A baptism 

N ow our excitement mounted once more. "It shall be the Paolo 
rhinoceros!" Carried unanimously. The discovery was impor
tant. This was the first rhinoceros drawing found at Rouffignac. 
The assaults of ignorance had already been let loose against the 
painted "baby". N ow, the new animal, who was engraved, had 
the same features: the shape and curvature of the horus (not the 
open beak of a bird), the massive shoulders, loaded with fat over 
the withers, the long, matted hair. The hind-quarters faded and 
disappeared towards the gallery. 

The manganese patina showed that the discovery was certainly 
genuine. This authentic engraving helped to prove the genuineness 
of the painting. you may say, why did this magnificent 
rhinoceros prove so difficult to identify? 

Take a photograph of the "baby". Take a photograph of the 
"Paolo" . Turn the prints clockwise and look at them upside
down. (lf the earth line is given you for upright animals painted 
on a wall you must find it yourself for horizontal animal s painted 
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on a cei1ing.) Turn your book, and you wiIl see the curved and 
threatening beaks of two birds of prey ! 

Far from Rouffignac in time and space, natives of Siberia the 
J~kaghi.ts, tO?k these fossi1 skul1s for those of fabulous, gig~ntic 
blrds vy1th w~ch, n~ doubt, their ancestors had to compete for the 
game m therr huntmg grounds. But the Jukaghirs thought the 
rhinoceros horns were the gigantic talons of these birds of prey! 



s 

The Bison 
Mter the powerful mammoth herds and the one-chi1d rhinoceros 

families, the Iargest animal contingent was that of the bison, though 
it is true they came only a little before the ibexes and the horses. 
Today mammoth and rhinoceros have disappeared. The bison 
has very nearly disappeared; a victim of mankind, he now owes to 
man his precarious preservation. The ibex and the being 
Iess highIy specialised in the "Arctic" way of Ine of the early 
palaeolithic period, are still aIive, finding sanctuary in the moun
tains in one case and protection in servitude in the other. 

Rouffignac plays the part of an underground Noah's very 
well. It harbours most1y vanished species, just those which need 
a sanctuary. 

None the less, the bison contingent comes far behind that of the 
mammoths, and that, although bison was classic game and a 
favourite dish with upper palaeolothic man. In his pictures the 
bison is often transfixed with strokes and magic arrows suggestive 
of the chase, as in the case of the many transfixed bison at Niaux 
and now in that of the bison of 'Rouffignac. 

About one-third of the Rouffignac bison are engraved, while 
two-thirds are painted. One bison on the left-hand base of the 
great ceiling is even a curious mixture: his fore-quarters are painted 
and his hind-quarters are engraved. When the time comes to fix 
more exact dates for the drawings, he wiU certainly play an important 
part, for he will show a parallel between the "engraved" and 
"painted" styles. 

The hunter-artist has drawn his bison with as sure a hand as that 
of his colleague at Niaux or his neighbourat Font-de-Gaume, near 
Combarelles. With the great, bulging brow, the very short neck 
and the large hump on the withers, the fore-quarters of the bison 
are always impressive; they give a sense of mass power. This 
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power is, no doubt, further emphasised by the artist, who often 
dwells on the details of the broad and bushy mane. The curved 
horns are often unusually and dangerously sliIn, ending in the 
sharpest of points, most fumIy drawn. Both in carving and in 
drawing, the excellent technique is best shown in the drawing of 
these points. Both sureness of eye and skill of hand are reminders 
of an advanced phase of the MagdaIenian era. The chronologies 
of Rouffignac (which must certainIy be quoted in the pIural) have 
not yet been worked out, and they will need years of tracing, 
careful examination of superimpositions, and comparative studies. 

The paIaeolithic bison was bigger than that of today, as many 
bones found during excavations have proved. Hunted by n::lJlae,:\

lithic man, still hunted by the peoples of the Bronze and lron Ages, 
by the Germans and by the Celts, the bison abandoned the pIains 
to refuge in the forests, whiIe their numbers dwindIed from 

to céntury. Twenty years ago the Iast bison were confined 
to certain forest Iands in Poland and West Russia: to the BieIo
wicza Forest in the Grodno district, for exampIe. Even so, bison 
had to be brought from menageries and private parks to restock the 
native herd from time to time. 

Slow extinction ... by M an 
The extinction óf the bison has gone on slowly and gradually 

since the upper palaeolithic period. The European bison never 
formed herds likehis cousin, the American bison. In 1832, 
on the near Platt Captain Bonnevi1le saw "a country-
side blackened by innumerable herds", as far as 
could reach. 1871, at a crossirlg of the Arkansas River, a 
of bison was estimated at 4,000,000 head. About the same time 
General Sheridan estimated a herd at more than 100,000,000 head 
after having made cunning ca1culations with his officers. These 
calculations first yielded 10,000 mi1lion bison, then 1,000 mi1lions; 
eventually this was reduced to the "more modest" figure of 100 
mi1lions. A wonderful example of scientific method applied to 
living groups ! 

These vast American herds were exterminated in a few years. 
The bison stopped ships as they swam across rivers, they stopped 
the ear1y trains as they crossed the tracks. Yet a few years later, 
after the War of Independence, the New York Museum had the 
greatest difficulty in :finding a true stuffed bison for exhibition 
(1887-1889). 

The rai1ways brought the hunters, and the hunters brought their 
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long rifles, and the American bison, a new'victim of civi1isation, was 
almost banished from the continent. The bison of Europe suffered 
the same martyrdom, but more slowly, on a more "humane" and 
very "old European" scale. Their decimation was begun by the 
palaeoIithic hunters in the ravines of the Manaurie and went on for 
the next 15,000 years. Driven from the plains and lurking in more 
and more limited forest lands, they disappeared slowly but surely. 
The rare survivors were those in eastern Europe, where the country 
was less less c1eared, still forest-c1ad' and little haunted 
by man. struggle between the bison and man became funda-
mental. The latter would take the skin of the former for a shrinking 
profit. Times had changed indeed since the gre at days of Rouffignac, 
when the bison represented one of the steadiest market values. 

Al! the Bison has is good 
The bison yields several hundred pounds of excel1ent meat, which 

can be eaten fresh or dried (in the form of pemmican). His skin 
will make a tent for the bivouac, a bed at night or a cloak by day. 
Bison-skin, decorated and painted with hunting scenes-bison
hunting, of course-or pictures of General Custer hunting lndians, 
can be used as a newspaper or for records. The same skin can 
be made into footwear (moccasins), travelling-bags, or shields, for 
which the shape of the hump is particularly handy. It wil1 make a 
saddle, too, or cover a canoe. Cut into strips, bison-skin wil1 make 
lassoes to catch other bison. 

Bison skul1s wiU decorate lndian heads for ritual ceremonies 
designed to mu1tiply the bison herds in order to massacre them. 
The shoulder-blade makes a spade, and the other bones can be 
fashioned into whistles, scrapers, spoons, needles, skewers or awls 
according to their original shape and the industry of the artisan. 
As for the horns, when worn by the lucky hunter or the sorcerer, 
they are symbols of power. 

The mysterious "sorcerers" engraved in the Trois Freres cave 
also wear bison skul1s and horns for ritual dances. More pro
saically, the horns are used as hunting..;horns or trumpets, or as 
receptac1es for liquids and finally, in the last and most inodern 
stage, for gunpowder. 

Thread and rope can be made of the tendons, the hoofs yield 
glue and gelatine, the bladder can be used as a receptacle and the 
tail as a fiy-whisk. The hair is useful for decoration or ~tuffings, 
and even the animal's droppings have their use when dried and 
burnt as fue1. 

4. A piece of text from an 18th century book, in which reference is ma de 
to the cave and its paintings 

5. The engraved "Mammoth of the DiE'covery", June 26th, 1956 
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The bison, a "universal" animal, was the vietim of his useful
ness. Primitive eeonomy, sometimes ealled the Eeonomy ofLooting 
by ethnographers, ma de great gaps in his ranks. But if the bison 
vanished, we do at least know why. His extinetion is not wrapped 
in the mystery whieh surrounds the total destruetion of the mam
moth and the woolly rhinoeeros. 

The Ibex 
The "Great Ceiling" is the real gallery of the ibex. An the 

eleven speeimens in the ea ve are there, and they are even arranged 
in groups on the right-hand vault and the left-hand springing of the 
vault. Is this a deliberate arrangement or a mere ehanee? The 
features are noted most minutely; heavy bodies with strong, well
planted legs, the neek hardly marked, the ehin level with the baek 
and the horns elegant1y swept baek in a magnifieent pose. 

The most remarkable is the "Alphonse Dalbavie", so ealled after 
a nobleman who 1ived at Bordeaux about 1885, aeeording to a 
notiee finely earved with a knife over the blaek lines of the ibex. 
Si nee prehistorie art was unknown at that date, this superimposition 
of seribblings and other inseriptions would be anot11er proof of the 
genuineness of the paintings, if any were needed. An intelligent 
and well-informedjournalist in Bordeaux, Jean Guiehard, was asked 
to seareh the eleetoral registers of 1876, 1877, 1881 or 1885 for any 
further details about A1phonse Dalbavie whieh would enable us to 
establish that he, Alphonse, was a real person, and also, in(lin~et]N 
to prove the genuineness of the graeeful ibex.For it is quite c1ear 
that the diseoverers of Rouffignae must not only prove the indis
putable authenticity of the animal paintings and engravings, and 
also prove it to a degree never before required for sueh a quantity 
of useful or useless evidenee, but must also prove the authenticity 
of the thousands and thousands of seribblings and historieal in
seriptions that disfigure the works of art or oeeupy the bare walls. 
It is c1ear, too, that sueh a task is superhuman and would demand 
thousands and thousands of hours and many lifetimes. Is not this 
just why it is desired and falsely proposed by our detraetors? 

A few inscriptions 
The Red Ceiling, in its admirable group of five engraved mam

moths, carries the date 1781, repeated several times, on the leader 
of the upper rank, the inscription "Pagerie 1884" on the leader, 
facing right, of the lower rank, 1872 on his opposite number and 
1841 and 1884 on the beast that follows him. On t1118 basi8, and 

D 
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from now on, we shaTI pursue our inquiry, and we expect in a few 
years to give names and publish essential detai1s. Who dared, in 
1781, at the time of the alliance of Joseph II and Catherine II to 
divide the Ottoman Empire, go into the Rouffignac cave and inscribe 
this historic date? Or perhaps we can more details: would it 
not be in 1781, and should we not see in this fuliginous 
inscription a distant echo of the publication of the "Report to the 
King" (Compte-rendu au of his Necker? Another 
date, 1841, has set us We know that in June 1841, 
a very favourable month for visiting any cave, especiaTIy Rouffignac, 

was elected Deputy for Le Mans by 123 votes out of 
127. What were the three abstainers doing? Did not one of 
or two, or aTI, come to Périgord to record this historic date with a 
candle-flame? If we could find these three names with detai1s of 
their civil status, their route from Le Mans to the Dordogne, 
biTI at some hostelry in the Sarlandais, and trace their halt at a 
shoemaker's at Bugue and the substance of their confession at the 
presbytery of Plazac, we might be able to prove that the mammoth 
engraved on the Red Ceiling and marked 1841 is authentic. r 
And since we have only 100 mammoths ... (Our Duty at Koumgmlc 
-I use the capitalletter purposely-is to reply intelligently to every 
unintelligent objection). Quaternary art? Good God, no! This 
is the work of members of the Underground Movement during the 
war! And right along the :first gallery on the right we have found 
inscriptions by these heroes. come, come, that won't wash! 
Find something else. Quaternary art? Heavens, no! These 
animal drawings were made with an acetylene blow-lamp! 
we have found some blow-Iamp drawings, and there was real1y no 
comparison with our mammoths and rhinos. These blow-Iamp 
drawings are unquaternary: a hen and a duck. Beyond the deep 
galleries known as those of the Stream we have even found the bison 
we cal1 Gérin. But we will speak of that choice specimen later .... 

" Dalbavie" Ibex again 
We have already said the "Dalbavie" ibex is remarkable. For a 

long time yet he might provide material for caustic comment, and 
he is remarkable for that, too. He shines in the rôle of the "invis
ible ibex", inspired, no doubt, by H. G. Wells. Firmly set on the 
vertical waU, with his forefeet planted on a rock, he is astonishingly 
drawn in black manganese on a light-coloured rock background. 
He stands about five yards from the Stream Pothole, that under
ground chimney that communicates with the lower gal1eries. And 
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how many tens and hundreds of "explorationsH-it seems that's 
the name-and expeditions have foundered in that pothole l 
There were forty-two expeditions between 1945 and 1949. What 
minute examinations, what scrupulous surveys must have been 
made in the course of these expeditions, since not one of them noticed 
the Dalbavie ibex, standing right opposite the chimneyl That 
chimney was no doubt difficult to climb, but not difficult enough to 
compel the cave-explorers to go on aU fours, with their eyes fixed 
on the c1ayey soi! and their noses ploughing the mud. N ot aman 
looked up. (Cave-explorers, those? Never!) And if by 
chance one of them did at last raise his eyes and at last see 
Dalbavie ibex, and if he did not recognise it as an ibex springing 
straight out of 20,000 years of prehistory, I wil1 never believe that 
he was a Périgordian, not he! A real Périgordian imbibes Pre
history with his mother' s milk. 

Thanks to the noble Dalbavie, the little ibex of Rouffignac passes 
down to posterity and enters into immortality under his forgotten 
name. And thus he wi1l outlive the distant descendants of his 
brothers. The flocks of other days grew scarce. Too much 
hunted on the plains, they fled to the hi1ls. Man fol1owed, and the 
flocks of ibex, les s and less numerous, made for the mountain 
The race became divided; some c1imbed the Pyrenees, others the 
Alps. Gaston Phoebus, Count of Foix, counted herds of 500 head 
in the at the end of the 14th century. there were 
only a score, and even those became rare. But" Dalbavie" 
willlive. 

n"'OIUT11nrrC! of horses at Rouffignac afford excelIent contribu
tions to equine history. The horse has been caUed the noblest 
conquest óf man, 110 doubt because it was the last. Resistance to 
slavery is a sign of nobility. It was only in the Bronze during 
the second miTIenary before our era, that the horse was 
At Rouffignac he was hunted. The kitchell refuse of our palaeo
lithic men is fulI of horses' bones, teeth and even complete jaws. 
Horse-meat butchers' shops existed long before the siege of Paris 
in 1870. 

Painted hórses adorn the "Great Ceiling" at Rouffignac in the 
company of mammoths, rhinoceroses and ibex. Most of them are 
on the smoothest sections of the vault, before the Stream r>h,-n""'",'", 

There they can develop freely, and one of the finest is nearly 8 
long from tip of nose to tip of tai!. on a bank of c1ay scr,ape:d. 
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up by the bears, we gazed at him for many minutes, and it is only 
in that position that you can reaUy take him in. The horse looks 
towards the chimney; his head is heavy and rather short, with a 
straight frontalline. The back is slightly the legs slim and 
short, the tai! very bushy, even at the base. The painting is done 
in smaU, neat touches; one can only admire the elegant detail and 
general harmony of form. Not far another horse, rather 
smaUer, has the same undeniable beauty. 

The zoologist wiU study these horses, them into place 
in the evolution of the Equides. The horses of Rou:ffignac are appar
ently related to a horse in process of extinction, caUed Prjewalski's 
horse and found on the barren plateaux of Jungaria, north-east of 
the Tien-Chan mountains. 

The archaeologist wiU study their beauty of form. The horses 
of Rou:ffignac are among the finest drawings in aU the body of 
quaternary art, and they remind us forcibly of Niaux, the most 
famous horse and bison cave. Graceful heads, quivering nostri1s, 
stjJl moist with mucus, de1icate legs and fiowmg manes through 
which the cold wind of the Steppes seems stil1 to blow-we have all 
these in the horses of Rou:ffignac, like a soft echo of the outside 
wor1d that saw their creation; like a stirring of 1ife. 

And we remain amazed at the means used to create this admirable 
animal art. A smooth cei1ing, no doubt, based on hard 11lIles1tone, 
but what then? A brush made from a frayed piece of wood, 
wetted and chewed and spreading, with extraordinary skill, a stiff 
paste of manganese. Where did this usable manganese come 
from? What were its solvent and its 

Science intervenes 
Future analyses will solve these problems. Twice ----~-J 

hands have scraped these 20,OOO-year-old lines to shorten 
a few remove the surface film and obtain a few 

necess ary of colouring matter. I used my penknife 
with an emotion and oppression I have rarely known. Suddenly 
all was si!ence. For the sake of science, indeed, a sacri1ege was 
being committed. With all its progress, science must destroy in 
order to learn; can it achieve contentment only after sacrifice? 
The complete and aesthetic vision of the little horse was not enough. 
Yet the horse seems more beautiful to me now that I know he is 
drawn in manganese. What does the material matter, if I can feel 
that he is truly "palaeolithic"? 

We had thought he was, ever since we discovered him on June 
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26. Abbé Breuil thought so, and so did Professor Graziosi. As I 
was to say a few days later, "Who would dare to scrape the divine 
lips of Mona Lisa to prove her genuine?" Who will dare to scrape 
the bisons of Niaux to establish their status and fix their order? 
Yet we scraped one leg of a Rou:ffignac horse. Since he did not 
belong to me, I asked M. Plassard's permission to take the sample. 
If you had said "N o", M. Plassard, rest assured I should not have 
insisted. I had no desire to do so. 

The only success of the enemies of Rou:ffignac was that they 
forced us to remove a few milligrams of black matter. Let us not 
regret our forbearance; to the end of time, no doubt, therewi11 be 
visitors to the cave, and these visitors will ask: "Why the scraping? 
Why this gap?" And the guides who pass their formulae from 
century to century wiU answer: "A scraping was taken once to 
make a strict analysis." In two or three centuries, when new 
painted caves are found, must they aU be scraped, down to the last 
millionth of a gram, t6 discover the exact age of Manganese 18 or 
Manganese 72, correct to the nearest second? Science will be satis
fied, and artists will come only to admire surfaces scraped bare. 
"There was a mammoth here, and three rhinos over there .... " 

But will humanity still exist two or three centuries from now? It 
has existed so long that it seems eternal, especiaUy to Man himself. 
Let us not forget that the human species is also an animal species. 
And geological history, even in recent times, shows many examples 
of race suicide. The .mammoths have vanished, Rhinoceros tichor
hinus has vanished, and we know nothing of their fate. No doubt 
some natural and closed their story. Some 

snowstorm; some hurricane blizzard. ... We imagine these 
disasters. We also attribute some extinctions to man, and the 
bison was certainly his victim. One hundred thousand bison were 
slaughtered in December 1877 and January 1878. We sometimes 
think of "that sort of fatal law which strikes the representatives 
of a species when they have reached the peak of their power and 
development". 

Does the peak of success announce the disappearance of a 
species? The Ancients seem to have foreseen some such doom 
when they murmured to one another, in the streets of Rome, "the 
Tarpeian Rock is near the Capitol". 

It is true that the human race has one unique quality. It alone 
knows how to destroy itself-wholesale. It may cherish reasonable 
hopes of annihilation. 
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Ceiling is too low 
The great S-ft. horse raises the problem of execution. How was 

the drawing done? The roof is very low at this point, onlyabout 
5 ft., and there is no room to stand back and see the whole of it 
without lying fiat on one's or to photograph it properly with
out distorting it to some extent. Still greater difficulties must have 
faced the artist. In a prone position, his hand could not reach the 
ceiling. And when his hand was at work, his head must have been 
very dose to the roof, reducing his field of view severely. What
ever you do here, you are either too near or too far off. But the 
quaternary artist solved the problem. Did he sketch the outline, 
laying out the plan of the animal on the ceiling, and then applying 
his coat of manganese minutely, stroke by stroke? This would 
seem to be the norma1 procedure for a "civilised" artist, but it is 
quite uncertain in the case of a "primitive". First of aU, there is 
no trace of a rough sketch, no false line, no erasure 0;1." correction. 
Was the sketch perfect at the first attempt? Or was it drawn lightly 
in a different medium, which has faded away? One might imagine 
a charcoal sketch, afterwards "lined in" with manganese. But 
are we quite sure that the charcoal line would have disappeared in 
15,000 or 20,000 years, according to Moissan's ru1es? Do we not 
have exceUent prehistoric paintings and drawings, perfectly pre
served, yet made in charcoal? One of the fust ma terials in use, one 
of the most abundant and easiest to discover, was charcoal b1ack. 
Here again many analyses should be made, not at Rouffignac now, 
where they have been made a1ready or are in progress, but in aU the 
other painted caves of the West. Here are a few interesting (and 
perhaps remunerative) openings for archaeological chemists. Must 
we conclude that the palaeolithic artist made no pre1iminary sketch 
but painted his colour directly on his ground? And that from the 
:first stroke he carried in his head the exact and precise development 
of aU the successive strokes which, in their sum, one beside the other, 
would :finaUy give a true proportion to the whole? Such sureness of 
eye and touch are worthy of a Matisse! 

AfuU view ofthe Subject , 
From the moment when he draws his fust stroke, such is the 

executive method of the palaeolithic artist. His vision sometimes 
shines forth like a mental when a natural detaiI suggests a 
theme, a detaiI, an animal. Here natural detaiI plays the part of 
the :flrst stroke. On the left wall of the BreuiI gaIIery, a "beak" or 
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rib of the waII separates two groups of mammoths, three moving 
to the left, two to the right. The leader of the left-hand IDe is the 
mammoth with the fiint "kidney". 

A :flint "kidney", in its convex lower portion, represents the 
rounded back of a mammoth, the holIow formed by the curve of 
the skuII and the start of the dorsal curve. Hence its use in the 
drawing. 

In the right-hand mammoth of the two who are charging each 
other in the "Discovery" frieze, another rounded :flint, projecting 
from the limestone waII, forms the creature's eye. Here again, the 
"kidney" is the basis of the drawing, and the natural detail is the 
starting-point of an aesthetic vision. There are many examples at 
Rouffignac alone. Sometimes a sheIl embedded in the limestone 
has caught the palaeolithic eye and formed the starting-point of an 
animal drawing. The most exciting example of this artistic con
ception is certainly the "Bison of the Cups" in the cave at Niaux. 

The Bison of the Cups at Niaux 
Innumerable little natural cups have been worn in the clay floor 

of this cave by the dripping of water from the roof. Each drop 
slowly digs its little hole, and the :floor is covered with hundreds of 
them. The feet of modern visitors have obliterated many more, 
but some have been preserved along the wal1s and in the least 
accessible margins of the gal1ery, where aman would have to bend 
double or crawl. 

The bison, engraved in :fine lines on the clay, faces right; he is 
clear and real. Detail photographs show the :fineness and 

sureness of the smaIlest stroke, lightly but skiIful1y placed on the 
clay when it was soft. Precise detail goes hand in hand with a 
perfect vision of the whole and a general perfection of form and 
proportion. Unfortunately the engraving, being carved on a low, 
overhanging wal1 whlch is difficult to reach, does not leave enough 
space to take a perfect photograph of the whole picture, as in the 
case of the great horse at Rouffignac. 

Three "natural" cups lie on the bison's body, where they are 
cIeverly used for magic ends. These three cups are underlined by 
three arrows whose tips rest exactIy on their edges, in the middle of 
the carcass: one arrow depicted in two lines and abutting on the 
central cup, and two arrows at the sides, each represented by three 
1ines joining at the extreme edges of the outer cups. The exactness 
ofthe lines whlchjoin the cups is interesting. It shows that the cups 
were aIready fossiIised when the drawing was made and the magic 
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rites were performed. If the c1ay had still been "live" and subject 
to the repeated and intermittent aetion of the water, the natural 
edges of the cups would have been enlarged and they would have 
eut off the points of the three arrows. 

The "live" cups corresponded with a damp period in the evolu
tion of the cave. The bison was drawn later, and fulIer knowledge 
of c1imatic conditions in the cave-which may have differed from 
conditions outside, for we are a mile from the entrance-

bring forth evidence which would help us to fix the exact 
date of this Magdalenian drawing. 

A simple method of creating this work would have been to engrave 
a bison on the clay and then pierce him with three ritual wounds. 
The real method was much more complicated: the three natural 
cups must have suggested the future wounds even before the bis~n 
was drawn, and the bison was engraved around these cups and In 

relation to them. The cups, forming inverted bas-reliefs, were no 
doubt particularly suggestive. If a rocky projection can suggest the 

of a bison, the belly of a reindeer or a mammoth's back, a 
hollow basin may also suggest an animal Iorm and a small cup may 
mark a wound. The use of these natural cups as "ritual wounds" 
affords remarkable proof of quaternary creative intelligence, which 
was quick to grasp the suggestive value of the cups on the c1ay fioor. 
Three of them were ehosen and invested with the magie meaning 
of wounds, and the drawing of the bison was built up around these 
cups, neglecting others, which were left in their natural state. On 
one hind-Ieg and one fore-Ieg and above the animal's body, near 
the withers, are other natural cups which have been ignored. Care .. 
fuI examination of the bison's eye reveals another fact, even more 
full of meaning. The pupil, ringed by the oval outline of the eye, 
is "natural" and also formed by a small and regular cup, smaller 
than those which were used as wounds. This cup, then, is the real 
pivot of the work. The Niaux bison is based and eomposed on 
the pupil of his eye. The fact that there is not the smallest mistake 
in proportion, that the eye is in its proper place and the animal's 
limbs are equally well placed, shows that the artist had a c1ear vision 
beforehand of the bison he was to engrave. In the same way, some 
J apanese artists begin their drawing with a tiny point and proceed, 
step by step, to a vast design of impeccable proportions. 

This bison engraved on the c1ay of Niaux is loaded with rich data 
on his origins: the suggestive value of the cups as hollows used to 
represent wounds, the exceptional value of one regular but deeply 
sunken cup suggesting the bison's eye, and especially the preliminary 
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composition of the subjeet, before its execution, in the mind of its 
ereator, followed by its perfect and harmonious execution, starting 
with the eye. 

The Ceiling is too high 
A low vault makes painting or drawing difficult. A vault which 

is too high creates another problem, and it was solved here, though 
we do not quite know how. The end part of the Breuil gallery has 
on its roof two excellent mammoths, one following the other 
towards the exit. They are over 6 ft. and 9 ft. long respectively. 
But in this part of the gallery the roof is at least 9 ft. above the edges 
of the bears' sleeping-holes and 12 ft. above their centres. How 
eould the artist make these drawings? His line is perhaps a little 
less firm than in the drawings on the walls. This is notably the 
case with the curves of the heads and bodies, which overlap, as 
they do with the mammoths on the side-walls of Combarelles. Is 
this because the lines were drawn with a long stick, held at arm's 
length? Such a theory has a1ready been advanced to a 
number of roof-drawings on c1ay at Pech-Merle de Cabrerets, on a 
roof which is also rather hard to reach. Or must we suppose a 
scaffold was used? This also must be considered in the case of the 
paintings in the great haU at Lascaux, in the "rotunda" of the well. 

The modern visitor does not always realise the technical diffi
culties that beset the marvellous feats of the quaternary artists. 
He is content to admire them as the guide tells him, the 
lines. "Here is the here the belly, here the legs. 
Mesdames et Messieurs, at the little gutted one!" the 
Combarelles tellsyou Poor, poor little to 
be emptied of his substance! Only too rarely, the visitor wonders. 
We should do the wondering for him and answer his questions 
when necessary. Everything, from the paint-brush to the colour, 
from the creative thought to the conditions of and 
creation, is often mysterious in prehistoric art. 

What about light? 
The most crying need in the depths of the palaeolithic painted 

caves is light-light more essential to painting and than 
it is even to daily life. "Beside Rouffignac, with more six 
miles of galleries," says Abbé Breuil in his report to the Institut in 
Paris, "what are the 1,500 yds. of Niaux or the 750 yds. of the 
Trois-Freres and the Tuc d'Audoubert?" And he continues: 
"Even more than theserecesses, Rouffignac required a reliable 
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source of light which could be quickIy renewed." Inhabited caves 
sometimes yield actuallamps among the relics of their Magdalenian 
strata. They are either natural cups, made from flint "kidneys" 
for instance, or fragments or plates of limestone fashioned with a 
scooped-out bowl and a handle to hold them by. These Mag
dalenian lamps are the true ancestors of the so-caUed "Roman" 
lamp or calel of our grandparents. I still remember those lamps, 
filled with oi1· and with a litt1e wick, which adorned a 
smoke-blackened chimney-piece in The best had a 
long stem in a hook and could be fixed to a ledge of jutting 
stones or to a mantelshelf. 

In the dark days of the German occupation I found the old calel 
and :filled it with colza oi1. It gave a poor little flame, very iU
adapted to iUuminate a work of art. 

Then, there were other devices, such as wooden torches, especially 
those made of resinous woods. Pine, no doubt, gives a bright light, 
but as it burns it pours out thick smoke. Very soon the air would 
become unfit to breathe, and it would be impossible to see. The 
filming of some parts of the cave, especially in the sequences showing 
the more distant parts of the Breuil gallery, needed an intense light 
which could be supplied only by magnesium flares. For some time 
their smoke floated at a good height, but graduaUy it filled the 
gallery, spreading in coils far beyond the points of combustion. 

The next day, patches of smoke could stiIl be discerned by a 
practised eye. Fuliginous flames would soon have darkened aU the 
light. You need a good hour's walk to reach the tiny terminal 
rotunda that she1ters the two last mammoths. Multiply this dis
tance by two for the return journey, and a single trip with a pine 
torch would have darkened the cave for hours .... 

Though a "sanctuary" is not inhabited permanently, it is cer
tainly not used by a single occupant. Processions were formed, 
and there were regular underground pilgrimages to see the mam
moth frieze on the "Great Cei1ing" or the engraved mammothsof 
the "Great Fosse". And these journeyings needed light. Even 
for a Magdalenian, a bear-hole fuU of broken flints with sharp 
edges is not a nice place to tumble into. 

Did not the great mammoth frieze require a great, fine light? Its 
monumental size suggests that it must have been thoroughly illu
minated. 

Juniper torches 
Tests have suggested the use of juniper stems as torches. Owing 
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to the formation of the internal channels of the juniper stem, when 
the branch burns, the flame reaches innumerable little stores of 
resin, one by one, each in a separate ceU. With each ceU the flame 
receives fresh fuel, but so little at a time that combustion is com
plete and there is a total absence of sooty smoke. "The light pro
duced ,in this way," reports Professor Malvesin Fabre, "is strong 
and bnIliant, and there is nothing to dim it. . .. The only drawback 
is that the wood burns rather quickIy and you must take care to 
feed the flame attentively. The artist using this source of light must 
have been accompanied by an assistant carrying a' juniper torch, 
which was easy to light, and lighting a new torch as fast as an old 
one was consumed. Palaeolithic man could quickly produce fire 
in the cave by rubbing a piece of hard wood on dry moss or birch
bark. In the Limousin juniper branches are stiIllit under faIling 
snow or heavy rain by setting fire to birch-bark as a primer." 

The birch and the juniper flourish in hard climates. The little 
black, bitter berries of mountain junipers are often found at over 
3,000 ft. altitude, and stunted junipers climb to near1y 6,'000 ft. 

Fragments of juniper-wood charcoal have been found in the cave 
at Aldene. "One of them was buried in stalagmite clay under the 
footprint of a cave hyena." Charcoal found at Lascaux also seems 
to have come from this resinous wood. In many parts of Rouffignac, 
with very difIerent chronologies, extending from the palaeolithic to 
the present era, ash-strewn hearths are stiIl to be found. of 
these hearths are and wiIl remain but we may to 
find some with precise archaeological evidence. Identification of 
the wood essence, which is possible, wiU enable us to deter
mine which wood essences were most used in a given period. And 
the order of deposits and the list of essences may produce many 
suggestions when they are compared. A chronological scale may 
even emerge, for the era of the birch and that of the beech are 
definite time-factors in the succession of flora. 
, From one bone, the great Cuvier could reconstruct an extinct 

animal species. From one piece of charcoal, nowadays, we can 
reconstruct an entire vegetable growth. 

So many hearths, so many hearths! 
Our hunt for charcoal wiIl be aU the more exciting as there are 

hundreds of hearths at Rouffignac. You wiIl find many at the 
entrance, in the first 100 yards of the galleries. You will find them 
in the eastern gaUeries, with black shards which may well be 
ments of burial urns broken by visitors in the course of centurÍes. 
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Some galleries abound in heaps of grey soi1 which may be ashes of 
various origins. These must be ana1ysed, too. There are hearths 
in thegreat 1andslide after passing the sea of mud, and here a1so are 
fragments of pottery. These are more recent, not more than 
2,000 or 2,500 years old: 3,000 at the most. 
. "Pure" hearths are often found in the bears' nests beyond. They 
can hard1y be dated. Final1y, there are hearths beyond the "Great 
Cei1ing", sometimes connected with the stone-fashioning workshops 
of which we shall speak 1ater. What a 10t of hearths! The first 
impression becomes a certainty. The World of Rouffignac-for 
it was a world in itself-was continually overrun, frequented and 
used but not exactly lived in. We explore miles below ground, 
we spend hours there on a given task, painting or drawing for a 
pa1aeolithic, chipping flints for a poor Celt,. exami~ng fissures to 
discover a lower gallery for a cave-explorer, dlscovenng and authen
ticating paintings and drawings and decorated walls and ceilings 
for archaeologists, but we do not live there; no one has ever lived 
there. Better than Niaux, Trois-Frêres or Cabrerets, Rouffignac 
shows by its very vastness that the palaeolithic sanctuary-cave was 
not inhabited. One does not live in a cathedral. One goes there 
to pray and to meditate. 

MISSING 

The Ark is incomplete 
In spite of variations in sty1e and differences of skill and touch, 

a1l the animal figures belong to the same pa1aeolithic period, sug
gesting a single School· of Art. Paintings and engravings corres
pond closely both in their style and in their arrangement. In the 
Breui1 gal1ery, on the right-hand wall, paintings and engravings 
alternate in a sublime order. The Paolo rhinoceros is of the same 
workmanship as the "baby" in the frieze, though one is engraved 
and the other painted. 

Hence, the animals represented suggest the N oah's Ark of the 
period-a period, of course, long before that of Noah himself. 
But this fauna is incomplete. The mammoth holds the place of 
honour, and the rhinoceros enjoys his due, which is an important 
share. Numbers are eloquent. The herds of horses and bison are 
meagre; so is the flock of ibex. But where are therest? 

Since even the exploration of the cave is not yet comp1ete, it wil1 
be well to 1eave a door ajar on the future. Up to Thursday, 11 
October, 1956, at 5 p.m., we cou1d affirm that a certain species was 
not shown at Rouffignac, and specify which. Then, in a 10ng annexe 
to the Breui1 gallery, we. found the species in question, represented 
by curimls1y coup1ed specimens. Was this not the first tête-à-tête 
in the world-Adam and Eve? Rouffignac has so many priorities, 
so many world premieres, that it may wel1 claim this one. We need 
not fear the envy of others; their cup overflowed long ago. 

Perhaps, to conclude these reflectiOlls about Rouffignac, we shal1 
one day make a list of iis "records", but let us not anticipate. We 
found two more examples of this same species on Saturday, 13 
October-St. Edward's day!-in the great red dome of the serpents 
and streamers, and we know very well that there are sti11 a few more 
kilometres of galleries, though not many. That is a pity. Ack
nowledge that the thick sealing wall and the armour-plated door 
put up in July 1956 were very necessary! Can you imagine the 
wild "rush", the treasure-hunt, as though in response to a radio 
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advertisement? What a erowd and what a hubbub, what ineessant 
and perpetual through the galleries! Without the waU and the 
armoured door people would have erowded in, trampled one another 
under foot, kiUed and devoured one another, for ancestral instinets 
would certainly have reappeared. They are dominant in the human 
raee, and they do not wane. 

AU the experts" in would have joined in 
the rush. the eave had remained open, it would have been 
"their" eave, not "ours". And on the paintings, with the yeUow 
elay, and on the engravings, with the points of knives, people would 
have inseribed their names indelibly, to assert their ownership and 
establish the priority of their discovery. Would they not, M. 
Dubois, or Brive, who gave yourname to a rhinoceros? 

W ould they not, Mer1aut, you who own a mammoth? Dalbavie, 
possessor of an ibex? Boutillier, you marked down another ibex 
for your own-not the same one, of eourse. Rouffignae was not 
spared. Without the waU and the armoured door, aU the little 
eave-explorers would have rushed to for the wor1d of seienee, 
the genuine mammoth and the false rhinoeeros, as though scientists 
needed the opinion of these striplings. Without the waU and the 
armoured door, we should have become rieh in unsuspeeted fauna, 
for we should eertainly have seen a great multiplying of "hens" and 
"dueks" drawn with the blow-lamp! And even pseudo-bisons, eh, 
M. Gérin? 

Yes, but there were a wall and an armoured door, not merely a 
bar to prise out. If the rush had taken place, we should have had 
macaroni by Tom, streamers by Diek, serpents by and 
seratehes by Robinson. We should have had, we are sure, an abso
lutely and totally authentie Rouffignae. But we should no longer 
have-and of this we are sure, too-we should no longer have a 
Rouffignae still pure and wild, in spite of past outrages, the Rouffig
nae we mean to save. Even with the "interesting additions" of 
the 20th eentury, the fauna of Rouffignae is ineomplete. We do 
not find the great primeval buU, or the stag, or the reindeer. 

The primitive Ox 
Originating somewhere in Asia-1ike many animal speeies, no 

doubt, including Man-the primeval bulllived alongside the bison. 
Re was taU, with very long horns, slightly eurved outwards, and he 
beeame more and more eommon towards the end of the early 
palaeolithie and the Magdalenian ages. 

Re appears in prehistorie engravings or paintings, and this 
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omission is eertainly not due to ehanee. We find him however 
at Peeh-~er1e de Cabrerets, in the "mammoths'chapel'~ where h~ 
freely nungles with them. We ean admire several fine specimens 
in the blaek portraits of the Laseaux eave. The great and admirable 
blaek buU of Laseaux, faeing left, is the striking image of a wild 
buU of Camargue, who might have eseaped from the Baroneelli 
raneh. And he bears useful witness to the very probable relation
ship between these great primitive oxen (Bos primigenins) and the 
bulls of Andalusia or the Vaccares. Why was the great buU in 
such disfavour that he rarely appears in art? His wiIdness, whieh 
made him unfamiliar, and his fierce and bellieose habits, whieh made 
it diffieult to hunt him, nave been advaneed as reasons. In the 
Cantabrian woodlands, a eentury ago, herds of wiId buUs spent the 
summer in the mountains, above the 2,500-metre level. "They 
shun the villages and will attack passers-by without provocation," 
we are 

The Stag 
He aIso, though weU represented at Lascaux, with his fretted 

antlers, is from Rouffignae. We of eourse, to the 
present species, the arehaie stag, or Irish EIk, being extremely rare. 
Of him, the onIy known speeimen is his portrait at Cabrerets, with 
enormous antlers, longer than the animars body and spanning 
over 12 ft. The Megaceros of Cabrerets is traeed by a finger 
on the clay, and he belongs to an phase of the art reJ>re1;ented 
in this eave. In the eentre of a large panel, 3 yds. long 

barred many vertieal traeed with the ""'Ub'"''-''', 

the great stag stands out clearly. Re measures l m. 20 em. (near1y 
4 f 1.) from muzzle to rump and is overshadowed by his antlers, 
whieh are 4 ft. 7 in. long. "The maximum width of the horn 
branehes is 60 em. (24 in.), and the antler resembles a huge hand, 
formed by a pointed thumb and a forefinger and rather 
longer than the middIe finger." 

The panel of the Cabrerets M egaceros reeaUs many panels at 
Rouffignae by the frequent superimposition of an animal on vertieal 
"macaronis" whieh form a systematie groundwork for the drawing. 
This is the ease, also, with the mammoths of the "Diseovery". 
Rere, the mammoth was drawn after the maearonis. EIsewhere, 
the mammoth may have eome firs1. Other seetions show a sort 
of alternation between drawings and "macaronie", or 
panels, as for instance in the inner part of the Breuil gallery and 
on the left-hand wall. The animal figures, generally those of 
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mammoths, play the part of ornamental metopes, and the vertical 
macaronis form the "triglyphs", or more exactly the 
" polyglyphs " . 

These various superimpositions and alternations are phenomena 
which enable us to attribute a similar chronological value to these 
finger-tracings. are more or less contemporary with the 
drawings; only a few minutes separate them, or at most a few hours 
or years, but they are and must remain inseparably associated in 
the same artistic phase. 

What of the Reindeer? 
He is absent from Rouffignac. The reindeer is missing from the 

artistic representations of this period, though it has been called the 
"Reindeer Age" because he was then the universal animal, as uni
versal as the bison, and was daily hunted as game and regarded as 
decorative everywhere, with his anxious air and spreading antlers. 
In any case the reindeer cannot have been missing from the fauna 
of the great days of Rouffignac. And the archaeological excava
tions of the coming season will certainly yield reindeer bones, either 
in the deposits at the entrance to the cave, or (perhaps) in certain 
secondary deposits in the cave itse1f. 

Let us say, however, that these deposits wi11 very likely have no 
direct connexion with the paintings and engravings. The decorators 
and squatters in the cave were no doubt not the same men, but we 
shall be in the same era and in the same climatic surroundings, 
with the same fauna, chiefly of the cold-resisting types. With the 
mammoth and Rhinoceros tichorhinus, the reindeer haunted the 
valleys of Manaurie. 

As Abbé Breuil most excellently notes, these crushing presences-
the mammoth and the rhinoceros-and these surprising absences
primeval bulls, stags, reindeer-"would be inexplicable facts if we 
wished to see in the animal paintings of Rouffignac an exclusive 
record of surrounding fauna". The Rouffignac galleries are not a 
natural history museum, and the pictures are not lined up on the 
walls to take the places of stuffed animals. Even specimens of 
food are not an exact record of fauna in an archaeologicallayer. 
Without mentioning bones which may be 10st, like those which 
may have been carried off by cave hyenas, the bony scraps from 
meals give us an idea of the "menu", of the culinary tastes of 
palaeolithic man, not of the entire animal world around him. 
Care and attentive examination must always be the ru1e. it 
is interesting to note, as Leroi-Gourhan did when he studied the 



8. Under the Great Ceiling: the Abbé Breuil with LouÍs-René Nougier 
and Romain Robert 

9. The Great Mammoth Frieze. Left to right: Professor Nougier~ 
Romain Robert and Professor Graziosi 
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fauna of Arcy-sur-Cure, that "the more fragile parts of the skeletons 
of game hunted by man have high survival value and are the most 
likely to come down to us. Fragments of bone stripped by man 
of their meat and their fat have a considerably better chance, both 
because they are less attractive to animal s and because an important 
part of their acid-forming constituents (which are most destructive) 
has been removed". 

In any detailed analysis of a palaeolithic dustbin the part played 
by man, by his likes and dislikes in the matter of food, remains 
essentia1. Prehistoric archaeology is always a science of man and 
of his thoughts and actions, even in its most advanced and technical 
branches. 

Gallery or Temple? 
Ifthe Rouffignac cave is not a museum, is it an art gallery? Not 

at all. No doubt, the dadoes are sometimes deliberately orna
mented with friezes, and the artistÍc aim is undeniable. But some
times, indeed often-we are thinking of the "Great 
animals are placed in an order which, for once, is not art. 
are mixed pell-mell, as when a rhinoceros floats in the air above 
two mammoths. Sometimes they are superimposed, and the ques
tion arises whether such-and-such a line is part of a horse or the 
horn of an ibex. Or is it a mammoth's tusk? We agree, finaIIy, 
that it represents the trunk of a second mammoth whichescaped us 
at the first examination. 

After several hours of this exciting and undeniably original 
how can we be surprised to find, in an interview,with Europe No. 1, a 
glib mention of "mammoth's horns", Many apologies, dear 
readers. Over the "great fosse" the graven mammoths are set in 
artistic groups, but the ceilirig is. barely three feet high, 4 ft. 6 in. at 
the most, and to admire it you must crawl on a bank of c1ay that 
slopes steeply towards the fosse. 

The Louvre, the Prado and the Offices are more convenient. 
We must therefore attribute a religious meaning to the gaIIeries. 
They are ambulatories leading to underground crypts, to the altar
panels dedicated to the mammoth or the rhinoceros for some 
mllgic intercession. And the good people of the 17th and 18th 
centuries were much less mistaken than the little cave-explorers of 
today when they spoke of the "altars" in the Cro du Cluzeau or the 
Miremont cave, where they discovered "vestiges and of 
aU kinds of beasts " . 

B 
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"The Sacred Way" 
That is why the Stream gallery, dear to the little cave-explorers, 

haschanged its name and is now called "The Sacred Way". Delphi 
spreads its ruins at the feet of the glorious and splendid Phaedriades, 
and the pilgrim on its between the treasures of 
Sicyone, Gnidos, Siphnos or Each city offers its ex-voto, 
its tribute to the gods. And the modern pilgrim to palaeolithic 
Rouffignac must wend his way a10ng a sacred path, 1eaving the red
eeilinged Hall of Mammoths on his right, the gallery of the two 
fighting mammoths on his then again, on his right, the Breui1 
gallery-and his will be a true religious journey among animal 
offerings, in a shadow steeped in ancient mysticism. 

The pi1grim to De1phi at last reached the Temp1e, at the spring 
among the limestone rocks, from which the subterránean vapours 
that wou1d illuminate the Pythian orade were exhaled, ás when she 
eonfronted Xerxes to pronounce the doom of Greece! The 
palaeolithic pilgrim to Rouffignac came to the "Great Ceiling", to 
the vault loaded with animal creations and realistic images, painted 
at his behest in order that he might follow the chase and bring down 
his prey with a surer hand. The sorcerer demanded payment for 
his services, a joint of bison or a haunch of ibex. He also eould 
pursue the living image, but no doubt he found it safer to insist on 
the offering. And below the great ceiling, among the limestone 
rocks, gaped the underground erevasse leading to the spring. 
Ce1tic springs before the springs of Rome, neolithic springs more 
ancient sti1l, all water that emerges from the depths has been the 
object of human attention, of an interested veneration amounting 
to a eult. The mysterious stream at Rouffignac lies at its earliest 
beginnings. Most of the animal paintings are along the Sacred 
Way, which leads to the Stream. 

Just as .Delphi sprang from a deft in the rock, so Rouffignac may 
have originated from an underground tunnel, coiled in the dark
ness of the earth, that earth that gave life to game, mammoths and 
bison, that earth stiU hard, but which men already saw, perhaps, 
as Mother Earth. 

underworld played its part in exploiting the fears of quater
nary man. To deploy his rites, to strike and stir credulous imagina
tions, the sorcerer needed mystery and darkness at noon. What a 
terrible lay in the tunnel and the Great Fosse! Let us dwell 
for a moment on the scene. 

I 
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Introduction to the Mammoth 
Imagine the slow procession in the gre at gallery. under-

ground .walk of,?ne kilometre takes half an hour, but it is possible 
to mult1ply the cave atmosphere", and the palaeolithic procession 
may wan?er throu~h the gaUeries for hours before reaching the great 
fosse. Slllce the nght-hand galleries oftén end in a rotunda it . 
easy to 1ead the flock to one of these, to turn about at the cul-de-sa~s 
to return to the Saered Way and to continue the round in the next 
g~Uery. A ~lever man can wand~r in Rouffignac for half a day 
wI~h~~t pas~lllg the same p1ace tWlce. A march by torchlight for 
prll:mt1Ve belllgs aUows ~f a11 kinds of effects. The tribesmen fee1 
thelr way along waUs which a1so serve as guides, and it is often from 
the bord~rs of the gaUeries that the tunne1s 1eading to the 10wer 
levels spnng, and that the steepest day slopes and the most spectacular 
b~ar-slides are to be seen. It is on the borders that walking is most 
dlfficult, and the borders are followeél, in pitch darkness or ha1f-
shadow. to this lighting at the m.ost difficult points 
~h~ .lights of torche~ . shining into yawning gulfs, and your futur~ 
lmtmtes, fuU ofhumIlity and trembling with fear, fo11ow ane another 
almost bereft of the power of thought. 
~uring the mass visits of last summer, our journalists knew 

fee~ngs. And when they sank into the sticky mud, when 
the1f ~hoes and walked on in their socked or stockinged 
sometImes crawled on a11 fours like flies caught in jam when 
dung to the waU, thickly plastered with mlry we 
used to much-needed advice: to the right 
to the There's an abys~ on the left!" And mercifully we 
would the. beam of our toreh along the tunnel, revealing 
steep slope~ leadlllg to unplumbed depths, a little after the sea of 
mud but sttIl before the great shaft. 

The human reactions were always the same. You would see 
heads bowed for 31 furtive glance along the sIope, and quickly bodies 
were pressed agamst the right-hand wall, and the procession slowed 
down. 

We ean imagine how a torch lit by an accomplice at the bottom 
of the lower tunnel would have increased the impression of depth 
an? . terror. You must go in single :fi1e when you reach the Great 
Celling. AU the properties of a ritua1 march are present. There 
comes a time when it is easier to crawl. A horse ent in the 
perhaps for visitors of the 17th or 18th century, provides an out
rageous landmark. Now three-quarters of this ealvary are passed. 
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Brows run with sweat and sterns are smeared yellow. Like rus 
modern descendants, palaeolithic man had his "stations" ~t which 
he watched the performance of certain rites, heard incantatlOns and 
spent a little time in meditation before pressing on. Today only 
the privileged-the representative of the French Press ~gency, for 
instance-reach the Great Fosse at the farthest depth, like a great 
hunter of palaeolithic a hunter who sorcery 
to support his exploits. 

The tribe arrived at last, exhausted, at the edge of the chasm. 
(We refer to the ancient hunters, of course, but our journalists were 
just as tired; some thanked us for h~ving :fix~d aI?- eaJ:ly h?~r for 
their visit. At the painful hour of d1fficult dIgestlOn In Pengord, 
they would never have got farther than the Red Cei1ing, and that 
would have been a pity.) 

N ow, since we have your permission to ent~r the land of dreat;Is, 
imagine the sorcerer drawing mammoths on the rock, compelhng 
the favoured ones to crawl under old mammoths alre8;dy drawn, 
while some hoarse, guttural song rises from the depths of the abyss, 
punctuated by hand-claps that resound and re-echo under the vaults, 
dying away in black infinity. Then, in the light of ~he ilickering 
juniper torches, roofs that seemed bare are peopled w1th mammoth 
herds .... 

How slow will be the pilgrims' return, exhausted as they are br 
songs and visions of the chase and bent mor~ than ever by fati~e 
after their ordeal! The young men came In by day: they w1l1 
emergelate at night, and the continued darkness in the ~pen air, 
the confines of the cave still forcing thém to bend theIr backs 
under thickets, this last impression will not be the weakest or least 
durable. Every time we spent many hours at work in Rouffignac, 
every time we came out after dark, we fe1t t~e same inflll;ence: t~e 
cavern seemed to go on for ever; heavy w1th clay behind us, lt 
stretched still crushing, before us, in spite of its immaterial form, 
which ndw prolonged it to the stars. Rouffignac is truly a timeless 
wor1d. Under the porch of the cave, a ray of moonlight sometimes 
shone between the chestnut trees, over Fleurac. And directly 
opposite the cave, the gre at red globe of Mars drew ~ear the earth. 
By a daunting coincidence, Rouffignac the Prehistonc entered the 
present under the auspices of the God of War ! . 

An undérground sanctuary, like its fellows, Niaux or the TrOls 
Freres CombareUes or the Tuc d' Audoubert, Rouffignac seemed 
nearer' and more comprehensible simply because it was still more 
exceptional. . 
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The Victims olOstracism 
One hundred mammoths and no reindeer! A definite contra

diction cal1ing for an explanation that no other cave requires. If 
the reindeer never appears on the walls and ceilings of Rouffignac 
it is because he was deliberately shunned. And naturally, another 
ostracism, even more striking, comes to mind: the absence or 
of the human form in quaternary art. Alongside hundreds or 
thousands of animal paintings or drawings there are only a few 
human :figures. 

This disparity in subjects treated, the frequency of animals and the 
of human beings, is accompanied by a disparity in artistic 

treatment. Whi1e the depiction of animaIs achieves perfection of 
form, harmony of composition and richness of detaiI, human 
representation is usually caricature. The drawing is a grotesque, 
never a portrait. The animal is really drawn and made lifelike, 
and his expression is proper and personaI to him. 

This contradiction can onIy have a psychoIogicaI and socioIogical 
explanation. The paIaeolithic artist was quite capable of depicting 
his own species and conveying its qualities and its many shades of 
expression. He could feel the mobi1ity of human expression, and 
even with his rudimentary equipment he couId have produced 
lifelike portraits and :fixed on the rock aU the sentient mobi1ity which 
is never· seen but once. 

Think of that last bison in the rotunda at Niaux, the one 
right, who gives you, from whatever position you may see a 
gentle, look, that of Mona Lisa. Think of that 
:finely engraved bison in the Trois Freres cave, also gazing 
at you, for, strange to say, the bisons of the quaternary artists have 
the eyes of men. This Trois Freres bison reminds me (I say it 
with all respect) of the noble face of our Pyrenean master, Count 
Henri Bégouen, leader of the three discoverers of the cave. But 
am I not inverting the problem when I claim to see a resemblance 
between the doyen of French Prehistory and a in his cave? 
It would be more logical to suppose that the Count, by some mys
terious mimetism, began to imitate his bison. Let us hope the 
millenary influence of this impregnation will remain con:fined to the 
Pyrenees. But have we not declared that Rouffignac is a Pyrenean 
cave in Périgord? We shall anxiously examine any uncomfortable 
tooth or spot on the nose which might be the :first sign of an evólu-
tion towards the mammoth state. the palaeolithic artist-
sorcerer could have drawn men, but he not do so because he 
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was not allowed to. It was forbidden by his social environment, 
just as the religion of Mahomet forbids représentation of any 1iving 
thing and condemns itself to the art ofinter1acings and "macaronis", 
historically known as "arabesques". 

Palaeo1ithic re1igion or bélief-the former term smacks too ~uch 
of a "system"-some organisation, anyhow, may have forbl~den 
only the representation of the human form. T~e d~y-to-day ~mmal 
wor1d imp1ied not only permission, but an oblIgatlOn to ?eplct the 
animal, sinee painting an animal subjeet meant creatmg ;meat. 
Social laws did not a110w the image of man. Was man st1l1, or 
already, too near the gods to be portrayed? 

And if by any chance one did not strictly obey rules, one 
half disobeyed them. One stopped at the half-way house of 
cature and the grotesque. 

The Anthropomorphs 
The sorcerer, as an intermediary between Gods and Men, l?rofited 

by this compromise. And many disguised figures are nothing but 
religious caricatures. They are masks, coneealing a bison-priest 
under the horns of a bison. Dressed up in a bison skin, the hunter 
can approach the herd. Disguised in the same skin, the sorcerer 
can find new power. 

Masks,carieatures, grotesques;soreerers, distorted faces,. a11 
these man-made drawings p're parts of this system, somet1mes 
singly, sometimes a11 together, at the same time. "Explanatory 
pluralism" has never been more neeessary. 

On Oet. 11 and 13, 1956, we found four at 
Rouffignae, two of them face to faee in the extension of the 
Breuil ga1lery of isolated figures and in the great red dome of the 
white streamers. A11 four obeyed the rules of the species, that 
of the anthropomorphic series, that is-no rule at a1l. were 
true "grotesques ", with big noses and big mouths, lik~ Perrault's 
deeeased grandmother. The finest, on the left, drawn wlth a finger 
on the c1ay of the cei1ing in the far Breuil gallery, is enormous: 
a real Carnival head. It is more than 30 in. high from the crown 
to the neck. The upper lip is we11 drawn, and it has a certain 
humanity. The opposite portrait, even more of a caricature, i8 
rather sma1ler. Is it a woman? . Adam and Eve? long before 
the birth of Adam in the Garden of Genesis ! 

The anthropomorph on the red eeiling lof the streamers has a 
blunt chin, a receding forehead, a jutting nose and a eye. 
From the point of the ehin to the top of the head he measures em. 
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(near1y 18 in.). A companion on another part of the roof, near-by 
is more mysterious. Drawn also with a finger, the head is excellent: 
forehead, nose, mouth, chin-then, going downwards, everything 
melts away in a shapeless mass. One of us tried to pick out the 
beginning of a leg and a pretty breast! 

These primitive drawings hardly suggest a Titian, yet they show 
human characteristics and a sedet note which is at least perceptible. 
The echo that comes back to you is not your voice, that has died 
away, but you can still hear something. These caricatures are not 
the man and woman of 15,000 years ago, but they are their shadows. 
They are not the nian and woman; they are the presence of the man 
and woman, standing where you stand now, standing on tiptoe to 
trace a refiection of the faces on the c1ay overhead. 

Why is the Reindeer missing from Rouffignac? 
One ofthe chiefreasons for quaternary animal art was a deliberate 

effort to create game by drawing, painting or engraving. And the 
addition of arrows, on the bisons for instance, made the rite more 
effieacious. Yet at Rouffignac, palaeolithic man neither created 
nor hunted the reindeer. Why this attitude to one of the mos t 
essential game animals of the age? Why this ostracism, this 
taboo? 

.c"'Ll.HJ.LJll::. the key elements of quaternary totemism-for we must 
consider this explanation-was this respect for the totem animal, 
which may be neither killed nor eaten. That animal was the subject 
of a total dietary ban; or at least a partial one, for one must live, 
and man has found some judicious compromise with Heaven. 
1>.UIULLZ<. some American Indians, the bison might have survived if 
this had been obeyed. They got round the ban by taking for 
their totem only a white-haired bison, or one that bore an atrow 
between its horns. Any animal that failed to satisfy these rare and 
very difficult conditions was outside the taboo, to the greater profit 
of the bison hunters. The totem animal was specially privileged 
among the tribes. It was regarded as an aneestor, and there were 
strong family ties between a11 the sons of the common patriarch. 

this ancestor worship was marked by his portraits, his 
pietures and the disguises which used rus skin as their peculiar 
features. 

Socia11y, the consequences are important. Totem links are 
strong, stronger than our family ties, and they are usual1y trans
mitted through the female line. "The result is a serious taboo by 
virtue of which members of the same totem dan may not intermarry 
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and must abstain, as a rule, from sexual relations between men and 
women belonging to the same elan." 

Fear of ineest leads naturally to marriage outside the dan, that 
is, to exogamy. 

These fundamental totem rules to many dans whieh 
may have existed at is good reason to believe 
that there was a and that the soreerers of this dan 
painted and drew the mammoths of Rouffignae. Is not this essen
tially the Cave, and were these people not the Mam
moth's Clan? Or is this theory too simple, and was not the palaeo
lithie soul mueh more eomplieated? Are the mammoths pietures 
of reality or pietures for worship? Did they eat mammoth at 
Rouffignae? Or was the mammoth, as he should have the 
subjeet of a protective taboo? 

With less reason one eould imagine a dan devoted to the horse 
or the ibex, a dan who performed their worship at the far end of 
the Great Ceiling, a bison dan. But bison piereed by arrows are 
just game, no more, no less. A rhlhoeeros dan would be more 
doubtfu1, the ereature is frightening, and to elaim deseent from 
him . .. Yet his family life was really touehing! 

Would sueh a diversity of dans fit into the real unity of the eave? 
There is always the mysterious absenee of the reindeer. 

Is not this absenee the key to the most valid hypothesis? The 
tribe does not hunt its totem aneestor. It does not eat it. But there 
may be other taboos. It may be forbidden to toueh the totem, 
to look at H-to draw it! The Moslem is forbidden to draw Life 
itself ... 

Thus the totem of Rouffignae may well be the reindeer,· just 
because the reindeer is not found there. In that ease, a new light 
is thrown on many faets. 

Al1 the Rouffignae bestiary is eonnected with "memory-pictures" 
or "reality-pictures". The walls are covered with aets of ereation 
and il1ustrated menus. Only the great totem of the tribe, the rein
deer, is absent, because he fal1s under the strictest taboo of 
aU. 

He is never represented because the tribe refuses to depiet its 
progenitor. As a tabóo, he cannot be eaten, except at ritu al ban
quets in which the whole tribe takes parto Fortunately the animal 
is still so abundant and so varied that the tribe can easily subsist. 
The reindeer never appears, but he is always present in the minds 
of the tribe, as a skin or an ornament made from his horns, at a 
comm.unal sacrifice. 
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Rouffignac, then, reveals the sublimation of quaternary totem
worship, a spiritual totemism so pure that any image is forbidden. 
Is not this "iconoclastic" fee1ing, app1ied only to the mother-species 
among hunters who 1ived more or less on the repeated portrayal of 
their daily prey, the germ of the idea of God? Of a single and 
creative God? Of our modern God already? 


